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SUMMARY 

General 

The Arltunga Rappe Complex is a group of basement-cored nappes, 
formed by overthrusting and sliding together with subordinate reoumbent 
folding, that lie within a deformed zone along the northern margin ot 
the Amadeus Basin in the oentre of Australia, 100 km northeast of Alioe 
Springs. The nappe oomplex oonsists of a single large nappe, the White 
Range nappe, and a group of smaller, related thrust nappes, named the 
Ruby Gap Nappe i~ the east, and the Trephina Gorge Nappe in the west, 
whioh underlie the White Range Nappe (Fig. 2). The nappe complex 
formed prinoipal1y by thrusting in the eastern, southern, and western 
parts ot the oomplex, whereas in the oentral and northern parts more 
duoti1e deformation under oonditions of inoreased metamorphio grade 
resulted in folding, strong east-west boudinage, and subvertioal 
flattening, as well as thrusting. Within the zone of more duotile 
deformation similar teotonio fabrios have formed in both cover and 
basement rooks. The fold axes of a penetrative generation of north
plunging folds and a strong lineation defined by quartz-grain and 
pebble elongation both parallel the direotion of nappe transport. 

Only the two lowest units of the Amadeus Basin sequenoe. the 
Heavitree ~tzite and the lower part of the Bitter ~prings Fo~ation, 
are involved in the nappe oomplex. Major thrust surfaoes within the 
nappe oomplex probably originated near the basement-oover oontaot and 
migrated upwards to join a major decollement in the Bitter Springs 
Formation. Subsidiary thrust surfaces or slides tormed underneath the 
main faults near the Heavitree - Bitter Springs contaot. T.Qe·thrust 
slices have subsequently been folded about an east-west axis, and, in 
the front of the White Range Nappe, rotated. 

The present interpretation differs from earlier interpretations 
in plaCing greater emphasis on thrusting and sliding rather than 
reoumbent folding as the main meChanism of emplacement of the nappes. 
The detailed studies have enabled a more comprehensive understanding ot 
the deformation sequence, whioh varies t~oughout the complex. 

Summaryo£ detailed studies 

Areas studied by individual authors are shown in Figure,1. 

1. Lower Part of Ruby Gap Nappe (R.D. Shaw) 

The Ruby Gap Nappe is a thrust nappe. In the Ruby Gap/ Amaraia 
Waterhole area thin slioes of Heavitree ~tzite and Bitter Springs 
Formation form an imbricate struoture underneath the main thrust surfaoe 
of the nappe. A quartz-elongation lineation is present near the main 
thrust sone, and suggests that final movement was north-south. 

----"'I! 
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2. Upper Part of Ruby Gap Nappe (M. Yar ihaD) 

Four major thrUst slices and a number of smaller slices form 
an imbricate thrust complex which has been folded about an east-west
trending anti formal &%is. The stratigraphy is essentially right-wq-up 
throughout the complex. As fault zones are approached in the southern 
part of the area, the original quartz grains in the Heavitree ~tzite 
break down and produce a flinty crush rock,' in the northern part of 
the area, a fine-grained mosaic of polygonal grains forms over. a greater 
strike width. The degree of preferred orientation of the quartz similarly 
increases northwards. Both features suggest a northwards increase in 
metamorphic ~ade. '. 

,. Georgina Gap area of White Range Nappe (J.L. FUnk) 

Tectonic fish or klippen of retrograded basement rocks, 
completely surrounded by ~itter Springs Formation, are present in the 
oore of an east-west-trending synform, implying that a period of thrusting 
of basement over oover took plaoe before folding. The axial planes of 
two phases of folding parallel the synform, a third is restricted to 
!'J.1l0~ kint.1.ng. .. .~ 

4. Deformation processes in the western part of the White Range Nappe 

(A.J. Stewart) 

The southern or tront part of the nappe is only slightly 
deformed, most tectonic transport being due to thrusting, whereas the 
northern part has deformed in a more ductile manner under conditions 
of increased metamorphic grade. The more ductile deformation produced 
homotactic and penetrative mesosoopic and microsoopio struotures, and 
involved extensive oataolasis of feldspar and reorystallization of 
quartz. Quartz o-axes, randomly oriented in the south, form weak crossed
girdles in the north. Carpentarian (1660-1368 •• 7.) dates in the southern 
part of the nappe have been reset to Devonian or Carboniferous in the north. 
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General statement 

INTRODUCTION TO THE GEOLOGY OF THE 
ARLTUNGA . NAPPE COMPLEX 

by R.D. Shaw and A.J. stewart (BMR) 

The distinctive stratigraphy of the cover rocks involved in the 
Arltunga Nappe Complex has enabled us to reoonstruot the geometry of part 
of an unusual deformed zone of continental proportions at the northern 
margin: of the Amadeus Basin. The deformed zone is some 25 km wide and 
extends for over 500 km east-west. The Bouguer gravity anomaly gradient 
over the deformed zone is of such a magnitude (160 mgals) that a warp 
involving the lower crust is generally invoked to explain it (Marshall 
& Harain, 1954. FOrman in Wells et 801., 1910). Basement-cored nappes 
such as ocour in this deformed zone at Arltunga, Ormiston Gorge, and 
Alioe Springs are typical of cordilleran-type mountain belts where 
continental and oceanic plate~ interact (Dewey & Bird, 1910), but are 
not generally known from areas well within an old cratonic shield, as 
is the case in oentral Australia. The Amadeus Basin, unlike the or tho
geosynclines of IIIaIlY orogenic belts with their thick flysch sequences, 
oontains a moderately thick sequence (6,000 m) of shelf sediments of the 
quartzite-oarbonate-shale assooiation, and inoludes negligible voloanio 
material. The formation of the Arltunga Nappe Complex was aooompanied 
by regional greensohist faoies metamorphism that affeoted both basement 
and cover rooks, and K-Ar dates determined by Stewart (191180) indioate 

. that the qetamorphism reached a maximum in the Early Carboniferous, 
during the Alice Springs Orogeny as redefined by Forman (ia Wells et 801., 
1970). 

The detailed work reported here has been aimed at (1) establish
ing sequences of folding and faulting, (2) gathering sedimentar,y and 
stratigraphie evidence in order to determine the-maoroscopic struoture, 
and (3) studying petrograpb.ic textures and m1orofabric in an effort to 
elucidate the defo~tional processes involved in the formation of the 
nappes. The work also begins the 11100,000 mapping programme in the area. 

The areas stUdied by the various contributors to this report 
are shown in Figure 1. Shaw describes the results of mapping in 1969 
in the lower part of the Ruby Gap Nappe, in the eastern part of the nappe 
oomplex. Stewart gives an account ot petrographic, petrofabric, and 
mesoscopic struotural·studies in the western part of the White Range Nappe, 
and interprets deformation processes, this work is a summar.r of part of 
a Ph.D. thesis subPlitted to Yale University in 1910. Post-graduate students 
from the Australian National University, Canberra, are co-operating in the 
programme, and doing. detailed mapping of oertain ori tioal areas, Yar Khan 
has mapped the upper part ot the· Ruby Gap Nappe (Plate III), and is under
takingpetrofabrio stUdies ot quartzite deformation, FUnk is studying 
basement-cover relations in the Georgina Gap area of the White Range Nappe 
(Plate IV). 

Tbe detailed mapping was done at a soale of 1:2, 250 on enlarged 
(22) blaok and white air-photographs that were originally flown at a Beale 
of 1.46 500 by the Royal Australian Air Fbrce in 1950, and is presented 
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at 1:50 000 scale in Plate 1 (at back of reoord). The maps Plates I-IV 
were oompi1ed and drawn by Miss D.M. Pi11inger. 

For information on aooess, physiography, and olimate, the 
reader is referred to the oomprehensive reports on the regional mapping 
of the area by Wells et a1. (1967), Forman et a1. (1967), and Wells et a1. 
(1970). These reports also ino1ude bibliographies of investigations up to 
the time the Ar1tunga Nappe Complex was first recognized as suoh, in 1964. 

Fo~d terminology follows F1euty (1964). 

Investigations sinoe 1964 

The present detailed studies follow on from regional mapping 
done in 1964 by D.J. Forman and E.N. Milligan (Forman et al., 1967), 
during whioh the presenoe of a nappe oomp1ex was first recognized. From 
the regional map pattern, Forman (in Forman et al., 1967) interpreted the 
existenoe of two nappes, the White Range Nappe and an underlying Winneoke 
Nappe, oolleotive1ynamed the Arltunga Nappe Complex. He observed that the 
whole complex had been refolded around east-west-trending axes, the largest 
fold being the Atnarpa Antiform, whioh plunges west in the eastern part ot 
the oomplex, and east in the western part, producing a saddle-shaped 
depression in the oentre of the complex. Later, Forman (in Wells et al., 
1970, Forman, 1971) revised this interpretation atter detailed mapping 
in 1969. The Winnecke Nappe was eliminated, its western part now being 
included in the White Range Nappe, whereas its eastern part was made a 
separate thrust nappe, the Ruby Gap Nappe (Fig. 2) plus several smaller 
thrust sheets. Forman (1971) also suggested that the lower and upper 
surfaces of the Ruby Gap Nappe continued below the White Range Nappe and 
connected with the corresponding surfaces ot, the thrust nappe at Trephina 
Gorge, west of the Wbite Range Nappe (Fig. 2)~ If this is the case, then 
the area of cover rocks (Heavitree Quartzite and Bitter Springs Formation) 
south and southwest of White Range oan be interpreted as an outcrop of the 
upper surfaoe of the 'Ruby Gap-Trephina Gprge Nappe'. However, it is 
equally likely that the Ruby Gap Nappe and Trephina Gorge Nappe are separate, 
and that the oover rooks south of White Range are autoohthonous. In either 
oase, this area of oover rooks divides the 'White Range Nappe into two lobes, 
an eastern and a'western, the lobes are olearly evident in the ooloured 
struotural relief diagram in Forman (1971). Forman also suggested that the 
Atnarpa An~iform and other similar east-west structures were the produots 
ot rotatio~ rather than folding. 

Milligan (in Forman et al., 1967, and in Shaw & Mllligan, 1969) 
suggested that in some plaoes the outorop pattern oould be equally well 
explained by high-angle faulting or 'laramide-style' tectonios, similar 
to those described by Prucha et ale (1965) in the Rocky Mountains. Here, 
a broad zone of dip-slip strike-faulting develops on the flank of a 
regional monocline. Milligan pointed out that the Heavitree Quartzite and 
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Bitter Springs Formation all along the Bouthern part of tha napps complex 
are oommonly steeply dipping to overturnedp QIld he suggested that the mm.jo~ 
faults in this are&p eogo p those along the northern flank of the Giles 
Creek Syni'oRo and in the area southeast of the Ruby Gap Nappe, l1sre alao 
steeplY dipping to the north and possibly arcuate in sectioD, ioGo, steep= 
ening to vertical at deptho South=block-up movement l10uld then produce the 
obaerved repetition from north to south of the basement (Arunta Complex) and 
cover rocka (Heavitree Quartzite and Bitter Springs Formation)" 

Milligan's hypothesis is untenable, however, as it cannot explain 
the overturning at the ends of the two western lobes of the Giles Creek 
Synform 0 at To~s Gapo near the end of the southern lobe (Figo 2)0 the 
Heavitree Quartzite dips east at 100 to 250 beneath basemento and the ove~= 
turning is clearly indioated by upside=down ripple marks and cross-bedding 
in the basal unit (Buh1) of the formations at the western end of the 
northern lobeo 4 km northeast of Tommws Gapo the Heavitree ~artzite ~ropa 
cut in a l1ell defined synform whose axis plunges east at 550 belo~ the base-
mento and again~verturning of the quartzite is proved by the inversion ot 
cross=beddil1.go . Ba~al conglo~e:x;~t~()f tl!~ lIe~yt tr.e.~ Quar~zit.e~ dips.~bene~th .~~_ 

~Arunta Complex in several other places in the Arltunga area (see the seotion 
on Results of Detailed Mapping)o suggesting that overturning is commono In 
additiono detailed mapping in the Atnarpa and Ruby Gap Gorge areas has 
delineated many shallow=dipping thrust sheets o whereas high=angle faults ~G 
rare 0 However 0 Milligan 8s belief thato in generalo brittle fracture on ~ 
large scale pl~ed an important role in the formation of the nappe complex 
has been bornaaut Qy the later worko 

The first detailed study of the Arltunga Nappe Complex was 
commenoed in September 1968 by Stewart (1969), who examined small-scale 
m1tructures and made petrographio and petrofrabrio studies (Ste1;Jart o 1971b) 
~a part of an investigation into the mechanism of emplacement of the nappso 
Stewartis investigations also inoluded 35 rook and mineral K=Ar dates on 
both basement and oover rocks (Stewart, 1971a, 1971b)0 Detailed mapping -
't:1ascommenced .in the l;1inter of 1969 by Fo;rman, Shaw, and Tar Khan, and thQ 
data gathered at this time ara inoluded in Plate I of this reporto In 1970~ 
Shaw and Khan were joined by Funko and continued the detailed mappingo 

Results of Detaiied Studies 

_The biggest problem in understanding the genesis of the Arlt~ 
Nappe Complex baa been to determine the relative importance of the parts 
~l~ed by brittle fraoture (faulting and brecoiation) and ductile flow 
lpenetrative deformation and folding) during the emplaoement of the nappeso 
Forman (in FOrman et al0 9 1967) originally favoured the idea that the nappem 
~ere essentially giant recumbent folds ~ith intact limbs although ths 
possibility of major overtbrusting was recognizedo Proof of the existenes 
or an inverted limb relies on demonstrating (1) that the beds of this limb 
are inverted p and (2) that they ~e in undisturbed geometrical qoncordanc0 
't1ith the unconformity surfacso -During the detailed mapping in 1969" FOme 
found overturned basal oonglomerate of the Heavitree ~tzite in north
plunging reclined folda between ~ite Range and Arltunga Boreo at th~ 
northaastern end of the antiform at the Arltunga Goldfield (Figo 2)0 and 
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at a looality 3 km west of Arltunga Bore. Thus the lower limb (or base) 
of the White Range Nappe is overturned in plaoes. Elsewhere, Forman found 
that the lower limb is thrust out. As a result of the mapping, Forman 
(1971) suggested that the White Range Nappe had formed by a oombination 
of overfolding and overthrusting. Disoontinuity between outorops of the 
middle limb oan be explained by later folding (around east-west axes) or 
by later faulting. 

The' detailed mapping of Shaw, Yar Khan, and FUnk has inoreased 
and olarifie4 the extent of thrusting in the development of the nappe 
oomplex, and oasts doubt on interpretations of the White Range Nappe as 
primarily a fold nappe. In the area of the Ruby Gap Nappe, Shaw has 
found that retrograde metamorphism of the basement as well as plastio 
deformation andreorystallization are oonfined to or adjaoent to the main 
thrust zones. In the area east of Atnarpa, Yar Khan has mapped four major 
thrust sheets, all of whioh young upwards, these rooks were previously 
interpreted by Forman et ale (1967) as being the inverted lower limb ot 
the White Range Nappe. In the Bald Hill-Mount Laughlen-Georgina Gap area, 
FUnk has found that in the westernmost part of the White Range Nappe, the 
major struotures are two large thrust sheets of oover rooks. Primary 
sedimentary struotures show that the beds in these thrust sheets are upright 
in some plaoes and inverted in others, indioating that the sheets are folded. 
FUnk's mapping of the exposures at Georgina Gap itself limits the northern 
extent of the synolinebeneath the White Range Nappe to the immediate 
vioinity of the Heavitree ~artzite outorop between Bald Hill and Georgina 
Gap (of. the struotural relief diagram in Forman, 1971). The fault along 
the northern side of the Giles Creek Synform oan be interpreted as the 
surfaoe at the base of a thrust nappe, rather than as the thrust-out middle 
limb of a large. recumbent fold that was subsequently refolded, the overturn
ing of the oover rocks of the synform would be oaused by drag along the thrust 
surfaoe. In the southern part of the western lobe of the White Range Nappe 
( i.e. between Bitter Springs and Arl tunga :eare), Stewart has found that the 
basement roo~s are only slightly metamorphosed and have undergone negligible 
deformation during tb. A.lioe Springs Orogf!1V' a major fault is present at 
the western end ot this area of basement, and so it seems that this part 
ot the White Range Nappe was also emplaoedby thrust faulting. 

The main region of penetrative deformation is in the no»thern 
part of the White Range Nappe, partioularly in the Arltunga Goldfield-White 
Range area, and here overfolding may well have predominated over overthrust
ing. Deformation prooesses in this region are desoribed by Stewart (this 
report), they show marked oontrasts with processes in the southern part 
of the nappe. 

Our oorrelation of folding episodes, and the inferred sequenoe ot 
deformation throughout the whole nappe complex, are set out in Table 1. 
Emplacement of the White Range Nappe began by thrust faulting (sliding), 
and was aooompanied in its later stages by the formation of upright to south
verging east-west folds. ~h. north-dipping penetrative schistositY,and 
retrogression of the oentral and northern parts of the nappe developed after 
the early sliding, and were aooompanied by the formation of reolined north
south folds with their axial planes parallel to the schistosity. If it is 
assumed that the sohistosity of the deformed zone formed during one episode 
then the birth of the Ruby Gap Nappe appears to have taken place after that 
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ot the ~te Range Nappe, and east-west south-verging folds in the 
autochthon below the Ruby Gap Nappe, and north-south recumbeDt tolds in 
the allochthon of the nappe itself probab17 formed at the same time, 
during southward sliding. The east-west uprisht folds and kink bands tound 
throughout the nappe complex formed after the main stages of emplacement 
in both nappes, the east-west folds in the western part of the nappe oomplex 
are tighter than those in 'the east. 

To -sum up, the Arltunga:&ppes are thought to have formed 
principal17 b7 thrust faulting in the western, southern, and eastern parts 
of the complex, and b7 penetrative deformation under conditions of increased 
metamorphic grade in the central and northern parts. Major thrust surtaces 
probab17 originated near the basement-cover contact, migrated upwards, and 
joined a major decollement in the Bitter Springs Formation, Figure 3 shows 
the stratigraphic levels where thrust surfaces have formed. Once a large 
thrust sheet, consisting of a layer of Arunta Complex overlain b7 Heavitree 
Quartzite, begins moving over the lower part of the autochthonous Bitter 

1·-~~-15;raE::::~~~:~::::=~!~fE!~::;£=E~~~:~::lPP.C- ..... 
thrust sheet (Fig. 4a), thus forming subsidiar,y thrust sheets (each resting 

I 
on its own thrust fault) beneath the main thrust sheet, e.g. those beneath 
the Rub7 Gap Nappe (Fig. 13). The thrust sheets (both large and small) 
were subsequent17 folded about east-west axes, and in the tront of the nappe, 
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rotated. We consider that the Giles Creek Synform also formed b7 sliding, 
and then rotated bodi17 as it plunged down into the incompetent sediments ot 
the autochthonous Bitter Springs FOrmation in front ot the earlier formed 
parts ot the 'White Range Nappe. 
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DESCRIPTION OF ROCK UNITS 

Ef R.D. Shaw (B.M.R.) 

The following is a brief description of the rocks in the area 
of the Arltunga Nappe Complex, more detailed lithologioal descriptions of the 
units are set out in Table 2. Earlier lithologioal desoriptions of the area 
are inoluded in the reports of Forman et al. (1967) and Wells et ale (1967). 
Diagrammatio reference sections drawn up for the lower part of the Ruby Gap 
Nappe are depicted in Figures 5, 6, and 7, and for the Georgina Range in 
Figure 29. The location of referneoe sections is shown in Plate 1. 

BASEMffiNT ROCKS 

The Arunta Complex oonsists of strongly deformed sohist and 
gneiss (pta) whioh are mainly quartz-rich and caloareous meta-sediments, 
intruded by mafio and some ultramafic rooks (pGu) and intruded again by 
granitio rooks (PGg) that range in composition from granite to granodiorite. 
Large granitio bodies ooour in the autoohthon west and northeast of the 
White Range Nappe and in the alloohthon of the Ruby Gap Nappe and Giles 
Creek Synform. The Arunta Complex was regionally metamorphosed to amphibolite 
faoies grade and probably to granulite faoies grade in the Middle Proterozoic. 
K-Ar mineral ages in the southern part of the White Range Nappe were found 
by Stewart (1971a) to range from 1 660 m.y. to 1 368 m.y. Rb-Sr determination. 
on five speoimens from the Giles Creek Synform define an isoohron that 
indioates an age of about 1 700 m.y. (Rosilind Bennett, B.M.R. pers. oomm). 

COVER ROCKS 

The Arunta Complex is unoonformably overlain by the Adelaidean 
Heavitree QuartZite (Joklik, 1955) whioh oan be readily subdivided into 
three main units over muoh of the Nappe Complex. 

Buh1 is a basal unit of oonglomerate, pebbly sandstone, arkose, 
and in plaoes siltstone. The unit is up to 70 m thick, but is generally 
less than 5 m and has a very soattered distribution. Lensio outcrops are 
common and possibly represented valley fills and lake deposits. Arkosio 
beds in the Atnarpa Range area are more susoeptible to deformation than 
the overlying quartzite and oommonly serve as a horizon of detaohment. 

Euh2 is a white, blocky quartzite, possibly 150 to 300 m thiok, 
which crops out as prominent strike ridges. Forman has mapped a thin 
siltstone unit (Buh2a) and a fine-pebble oonglomerate unit (Euh2b), in 
the Arltunga Bore area effectively subdividing Euh2) into five units. 

Buh3 is a unit of platy quartzite about 100 m thiok. 

The Bitter Springs Formation (Madigan, 1932a, 1932b, ·Joklik, 1955. 
Wells et al., 1967) of Adelaidean age, conformably overlies the Heavitree 
Quartzite. It consists of dolomite, siltstone, shale, and minor amounts ot 
limestone and quartzite. During the present survey, beds near the Heavitree 
~tzite boundary oontaining more than trace amounts of either siltstone 
or dolomite were included in the Bitter Springs Formation. 
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Figure 3. Thrust levels, Arlt~ Nappe Complex. 
(s.) Stratigraphic level of thrusts. 
(b) Relationship betwe~o thrusts in early stages of development. 
Bub - Bitter SpringsFo~tion; Buh1,2,3 - Heavitree Quartzite; 
pea - Arunta Complex. 
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Only the l~e~ or the ~o members or the Bitter Springs Fbrmationo 
the Gillen Member (WGlls et sloo 1967) is preserved ~ithin the Nappe ~Omp10Zo 
The upper member p the Loves Creak membero ~as apparently squeezad south~~dw 
out or the nappe complex on a decollament probably localized near a salt 
horizono The Gillen Member contains haliteo anhydriteo and gypsum elsewhere 
in the Amadeus Basin (Wells et alo o 1970)0 Halite pseudomorphs are oommon 
in the siltstone p though none have been noted ~ithin the Nappe Complezo 
Brecciatedand pl~stioally deformed gypsum and anhydrite are present in the 
R1~ood Dome (Wells et alo o 1970)0 Minor laminae of gypsum have been noted 
in the Gillen Member just downstream from Ruby Gap Gorge by Forman (pereo 
OODUDo) 0 . 

A softp ~hite to green1sh~grey shale, , to 105 metres thiok 
at the base or the Gillen Member also serves as another horizon of 
detachment ~ithin the Ruby Gap ~appeo and lies at the foot~ll of ~ 
exposed faultso 

Metamorphism 
_---=..: ._~ __ ,_.... ...,... - •• ~ ._ ._. ,.= _ .. _."- •. .,. . "0. -. '=' 

. ~ - ~" ~ ThetAiWita= Coizipi;x 'haB "bee;;' deformed and metamorphosed. in at 
least ";~o meparate eventso An olderp high~gra.deo metamorphism ocourred 

·about 1 700 moyo ago during the Arunta Orogeny (Forman at ale, 19618 Formanf) 
1908) before the Heavitre~ Quartzite ~as depositedo A younger, metamorphimm 
&ooo:4)a.nied na~pe emplacement during the Alioe Springs Orogeny in the 
Cmr?oniferous ~Ste~arto 1911a)0 The younger metamorphism retrogressed 
mr,eral assemblages in the basement and produoed progressive mineral 
as, .. emblages in the oover rocks 0 

Within the nappe oomplexo and partioularly in the southern 
. or trontal p~to the olderp high~gra.de metamorphio rooks are substantially 
preservado In the 80uthc>~estern part of the White Range Nappe (Ste~arto 
this Reoord)o the old assemblages are indicative of the transition~om 
greenshiost to' amphibolite taoies and the grade inoreases east~ards to 
the middle part of the amphibolite raoies~ Andalusite and cordierite in 
the rooks indioate a lo~~pressure facies serieso 

Behind the nappe complex to the north p rocks belong to the 
amphibolite and granulite fa.cies (Forman 9 19719 Figo 4) 0 Typical, assemblages 
or the amphibolite facies are quartz~potash feldspar-garnet~bi~tite
sllltmanite9 quartz-potash feldspar-sil1imanite=cordierite-biotite p 

quartz=muscovite-biotite-stauro1ite kyanite p plagioclase-hornblend~ 
olinopyroxene ± olinozoisite p ± scapo11te ± grossu1arlte 9 plagioo1ase
biotite-hornblendeo . Typical assemblages of the granulite faoies are 
hypersthene=diopside-p1agioo1ase ± amphibole ± b10t1te 9 quartz-potash 
reldspar-amphibo1e~biotiteo hypersthene-p1agioc1ase~amph1bole ± biotite ± 
scapoliteo biotite-plagioc1ase~garnet-hyperstheneo . 

The retrograde metamorphism varies in type and amount ~epending 
on the struotura1 position of the rooks within the nappe complexo .Slight 
metamorphism has oocurred at the front of the White Range Nappe, but 
metamorphism to the middle part or the greenschist facies is typioal of the 
structurally deeperp rear (or northern) part of the nappe oomp1exo Three 
distinot types of metamorphism are recognized by the authors o 

,<.( 



1 • In the tront ot the libi te Range Nappe and in the basement oore 
ot the Ruby Gap Nappe patohy metamorphism that belongs to the lowest part 
or the greenshist ra01es.is developed. Chlorite baa begun to replace 
biotite and plagioolase shovs alteration to serioite and olino.oisite an4, 
in many plaoes, is oompletely replaoed by them. Original igneous and hip
grade metamorphio textures are still preserved. 

2. In the rear part of' the nappe oomp~up partioularly in the libi te 
Range area, retrograde effeots, rather than be1ngpatoh1', are present in 
nearly every. rook. The miorostruoture is new or shows a ~igh degree or 
reoonatitution. The oharaoteristio minerals are albite and epidote, but 
biotite* is also present in plaoes, indicating metamorphism to the middle 
ot the greensohist taoies. 

,. '!'he third-type is of dislooation type rather than a regional 
type and is typioally developed near thrusts, particularlY vi thin tile 
Rub,y Gap Nappe. The miorostruoture is partially reoonstituted. ~t. 
~aina, i»artioularly those in the matrix, arepOlygonOiz .. e.d in ... large p.U.· , 
{5~ sa;y). . Feldspar orystals, though generally unrecrystall.1..Bed, ~e," " . . ".~_ 
oommonlyrraotured orbent. ~-"In -Bome oa8ei~·a a"obistosi if" defIned · "bi ohlori te 
and serioite is developed. Plagioolase is partialli (oommonly up to 25%) 
altered to albite, serioite and al1nozoisite, and biotite 1& partly or 
oompletely altered to ohlorite and musoovite. Relios or high-grade minerals 
partieul~ly mieroeline, are oommon. 

* At the ,time or writing, Rb-Sr dating ot this biotite is still in 
progress. 
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THE 'FRONT' OF THE RUBY GAP NAPPE, 

AMARATA WATERHOLE 'AREA; NORTBERNTEBRlTORY 

b;y 

R.D. Shaw (BMR) 

SUMMARY 

The Rub;y Gap Nappe is tho~t to be a thrust nappe invol viDg 
the basement as well as the cover rocks of the Amadeus Basin sequence. 
The bnsement is significantly deformed only where it is adjacent to 
major faults. 

J 
In the Ruby Gap area thin thrust-slices of Heavitree ~tzite 

and /Bitter Springs Formation that young upwards form an imbrioate or 
·~~ sh~.ngle blockstruoture underneath'-the main thrust surface f "· tlie RUli7 ·~ 

Ga"l· Fault, whioh lies at the base of the Ruby Gap Nappe (F~gure e). 
Mtt/ement from north to south is suggested by the regional easterly strike 
o! cover units and a quartz-elongation lineation developed in ~10nite8 
'I.ear the Ruby Gap Fault. -

". 
.~. , . 

The Amarata Fault (Fig. e) extends !rom Atnarpa homestead to 
south of Amarata Waterhole. The fault lies at the base of the White Range 
Nappe as interpreted b.1 FOrman (1971). The fault trunoates at least one 
low-angle fault and lies on the uppermost part of the Rub;y Gap Nappe. 

At both the RubY Gap and Amarata Faults metamorphio rooks of 
the !runta Complex are faulted against the Bitter Springs Formation along 
a iarge part ot each fault, indicating that wedges of basement, and 
Beavitree ~tzite have been upthrust, ~o a thrust-level with the Bitter 
SpriDga formation. Thin slioes of upper Heavitree ~tzite (and attache4 
Bitter Springs Formation) were progressively stripped off the 'autoohthon 
b;y the tvo main faults. . 
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10. 

STRUCTURE 

General 

The distribution of rock units and main structural features at 
the front of the Ruby Gap Nappe is shown in Figure 8. An interpretative 
and diagrammatic cross-section of the Ruby Gap Nappe and overlying thrust 
struotures is sh9wn in Figure 10. The cross-section has been drawn by 
looking to the west down-structure (Fig. 10, seotion line Pl. 2). If 
teotonio transport is assumed to be from north to south th~n the Ruby 
Gap Nappe oan be interpreted as a moderate sized nappe (i.e. in exoess 
of 15 km from north to south) underlying the muoh larger White Range 
Nappe, as interpreted by Forman (1971). 

The autoohthonof the Ruby Gap Nappe is slightly deformed and 
oonsists of the Arunta Complex unoonformably overlain by Heavitree ~artzite 
followed conformably by the lower part of the Bitter Springs Formation. 

The allOChthonous part of the nappe is oomposed of Arunta Complex 
overlying upward-faoing thrust sheets of Heavitree ~artzite and Bitter 
Springs Formation in the northern part of the area (Fig. 13), comparatively 
slightly deformed autochthonous oover rooks and in most of the southern 
part of the area. The underlying beds inolude possiblf over-turned beds near 
the 'front' of the nappe in the southern part (Fig. 12). The Ruby Gap Fault 
progressively truncates southward a series of low-angle faults. The nose 
of the Ruby Gap Nappe oan be viewed in profile by looking west from a peak 
immediately east of an S-bend in the Hale River at the 'front' of the 
nappe is eVidenced by inversion of both oross-bedding and the stratigraphio 
suooession. 

Beds underneath the Ruby Gap Fault appear to young upwards. 
Two remnants of partly isoolinally folded and reorystallized Heavitree 
Quartzite underlie the Ruby Gap Fault and. in turn, overlie Bitter Springa 
Formation (Seotion 4, Figure 5, looation Pl. 2 and Fig. 12) south of the 
Star Creek Fault (10c,702) and north of Atniempa Waterhole (100. 771). As 
the normal stratigraphic sequenoe is reversed immediately under the fault 
it can be assumed that the remnants of Heavitree Quartzite are overturned, 
having been repeated oy folding. Alternatively the repetition of ,Hea vi tree 
Quartzite oould have been produoed by over-thrusting as depioted in Figure 
11(b). Both remnants are undoubtedly upper Heavitree Quartzite and most 
likely yo~ upwards as do the thrust~sheets of upper Heavitree Quartzite 
in the Ruby Gap area to the north. The oontaot at the Heavitree Quartzite 
with the Bitter Springs Formation is folded in both remnants, an unlikely 
produot of thrust-faulting unless the quartzite remnants were folded atter 
the first thrusting and oonsequently "strung-out" underneath the Ruby Gap 
.Fault. 

The Ruby Gap Fault 

The Ruby Gap Fault lies at the base of the Ruby Gap Nappe and 
is a low-angle tault that trunoates a series ot low-angle taults in the 
north. The dip of the fault is best observed in oreek banks near localit,v 
773/2, where it dips 20-300 west. Elsewhere dips may reaoh up to 45°. 
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Fig . 11. Interpretation of Ruby Gap Nappe. 

(a) Thrust and fold nappe models 
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(b) Thrust nappe interpretation of front of Ruby Gap Nappe. 
(c) Relationship of early minor folds and a possible fold 

nappe - Westerly view, Northerly view. 
(See Figure 8 for reference to rock units) . 
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Figure 12. Reverse Fault (T) ; Arunta Complex (pea) overlies 
Heavitree Quartzite (Buh) and Bitter Springs Formation (Bub) 
Locality AS773/3. (Neg. No.J624/24 ) 

Puh 
~uh 

Figure 13. Two- thrust Sheets (T) of upper Heavitree Quartzite 
(Buh) overlying Autochthonous Bitter Springs Formation (Bub) 

(Neg. No.J624/ 27 ) 

Figure 14. Front of Ruby Gap Nappe, Amarata waterhole area, 
Heavitree Quartzite oover (Puh) is overlain by Arunta Complex 
basement (pea) in foreground, but overlies basement in the 
background (Le. west) (Neg. No.J- 624/ 14) 
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11. 

The elongation of quartz grains adjacent to the Ruby Gap Fault, and the 
orientation of minor (cleavage) folds in both the autochon and allochthon 
indicate a consistent movement direction for the Ruby Gap Fault. 

Elongation of quartz grains 'adjaoent to the Ruby Gap Fault 

~artz grains in Heavitree ~artzite immediately adjaoent to the 
Ruby Gap Fault are elongated. The quartz-elongation lineation is developed 
in ~lonites both adjaoent to the Ruby Gap Fault (specimen 113/3) and upto 
i km east of the fault where the lineation is confined to non-penetrative 
laminae in q~artzite (speoimen 190/5). The resultant lineation plunges 
shallowly northwards as does the lineation defined by the interseotion of 
bedding and oleavage. In detail, fold axes ooinoident with the beddine
oleavage lineation vary from the quartz elongation by up to 300 • The 
bedding-oleavage lineation ohanges orientation by about 900 aoross the 
Ruby Gap Fault. The quartz elongation maintains its northerly orientation 
and is possibly related to late-stage northward or southward movements on 
the RubJ Gap Fault. 

Minor (Cleavage) Folds 

Small oleavage-folds mapped in the oover rooks are generally 
Asymmetrioal and reolined. Slaty oleavage forms a well defined 'axial
plane oleavage in the Bitter Springs FOrmation, but is developed in the 
Heavitree Quartzite only in zones of intense deformation and then only 
in the struoturally weak beds. Rumples, mullions, or broad orenulations 
(formed parallel to the interseotion planes of bedding and oleavage) are 
widespread in the Heavitree ~artzite. The orenulations have amplitude. 
8imilar to those ot ripple, marks. The orenulations tend to be disoontinuous 
down-plunge and a spread of orientations up to about 100 is not unoommon 
suggesting that the linea~ion has been imprinted on wavy bedding. 

/ Deyelopment ot oleavage in the. autoohthon 

In the autoohthonous Heavitree ,Quartzite the oleavage is poorly 
developed. It dips 8teeply northwards. Small folds and orenulations are 
more widespread ~espeoially in the upper part of the Heavitree ~tzite) 
and plunge in a westerly direotion. ' 

Development of minor (oleavage) folds in the alloohthon underneath the 
Ruby Gap Fault 

Immediately east of the Ruby Gap Fault near its interseotion with 
the Star Creek Fault (Loo. 113/3) the oleavage dips 400 west and parallels 
the axial planes of reoumbent folds developed in Heavitree ~artzite. Fo1de 
plunge gently to the north or south approximately parallel to the surfaoe 
traoe of the fault and perpendioular to their plunge in the autoohthon. 
Similar north-plunging tolds ooour with thrust sheets of Upper Heavitree 
~tzit. (BUh1) north of the s~ar Creek Fault. 
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The Amarata Fault 

The Amarata Fault extends from Atnarpa homestead to a point 
south of Amarata Waterhole. Like the Ruby' Gap Fault, it trunoates at 
least one low-angle fault. It lies near the inverted middle limb below 
a structure interpreted by' Forman (in Forman et al., 1967) as a major 
nappe, the White Range Nappe. As with the Ruby' Gap Fault the B~tter 
Springs Formation is faulted against Arunta Complex along a large part 
of the fault. 

The Star Creek Fault outs aoross the Ruby Gap Nappe. It is younger the 
both the Ruby Gap Struoture and the Atnarpa Antiform sinoe it offsets 
both. The dip varies from vertioal to steeply southwest. '£he block 
southwest of the fault is thought to have been rotated to produoe wide
spread horizontal beds in the undeformed allothchon above (west of) the 
Ruby Gap Fault. Such a rotation may explain the odd shaped and relatively 
large area of outcrop of Arunta Complex interpreted as the oore of the 
Ruby Gap ~appe. ' 

Isola. ted ~ late-;E.-tage~warpiDfr 

A broad antiolinal warp about 600 m aoross has folded two 
thrust{?) sheets of Heavitree ~artzite about 1i km north of where the 
Star Creek Fault outs the Ruby Gap Fault. Small warps parallel the 
larger struoture. 

Minor Folds related to the Atnarpa Antiform 

A series of minor folds possibly related to the Atnarpa Antiform 
oocur along an east-trending ridge of allochtho~ous Heavitree ~artzite. 
The folds trend west-southwest and two have west-southwest trending faults 
in their cores. 

INTERPBETATlON OF Tlfi!1 HUB! GAF STRUCTURE , -. -

The Ruby Gap Structure is interpreted as a thrust nappe complex 
in which the main direction of transport was ' from north to south. The 
thrusts typioally developed in the basement, but migrated up section to 
a position near the oontaot between the Bitter Springs Formation and the 
Heavitree~artzite. As thrusting progressed the Arunta Complex was moved 
farther and farther over the Bitter Springs Formation. As the large and 
essentially rigid block of Arunta Complex whioh forms the allochthon or 
core of the Rubl Gap Nappe, moved southwards, thin slioes of upper Heavitree 
Qwartzite (~3) (and attaohed Bitter Springs Formation) were progressive17 
stripped off the autoohthon by the Ruby Gap Fault to produoe an imbrioate ' 
,struoture. An analagous imbrioate structure formed underneath the Amarata 
Fault. 

Figure 11 (a) depiots a model of features whioh might be expeoted 
in a thrust nappe as opposed to '8, fold nappe. In the Ruby Gap Napp~ no 
extensive overturning oan be proved nor has a synolinal oore been deteoted 
beneath the nappe as would be expeoted in a fold-nappe. Rather, where 
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13. 

Bitter Springs Formation underlies the remnants of Heavitree ~artzite 
(east of 713/3) it dips consistently west. The most significant evidence 
for a thrust nappe rather than a fold nappe in the Ruby Gap-Amarata 
Waterho1e area is the lack of plastic deformation and recrystallization of 
the basement rooks in the c'ore of the nappe. 

The retrograde metamorphism of the basement in the core of the 
Ruby Gap Nappe is a patchy incipient regional metamorphism of the lower 
greenschist facies and is oonsidered to be of too low a grade to be 
assooiated with major fold nappe. In addition dynamio metamorphism is 
developed adjaoent to major faults. 

In thin seotion, most basement rooks show only slight textural 
reconstitution. Although up to 50% (by volume) of p1agioo1ase grains ~ 
be altered to the assemblage serioite - albite - epidote, the original 
grain shapes are preserved. In oontrast, the great majority of rooks 
oontain a predominanoe of p1agioolase and biotite altered to the assemblage 
serioite - albite - epidote - oh1orite. 

The remnants of upper Heavitree ~artzite (Euh3) beneath the 
Ruby Gap Fault oan be interpreted (Figure 11(b» as slioes of Heavitree 
Quartzite sandwiohed between two faults, the underlying fault being older 
and subsequently folded about a north-south axis. 

Direotion of teotonio transport 

The interpretation of the geometry in the Ruby Gap struoture 
depends on the direotion of gross tectonic transport. The easterly trend 
of regional folds and low-angle faults both in the Amadeus Basin as well 
in the cover-rocks infolded with the basement in the Arlunga Nappe Complex, 
suggests groes teotonio movement from north to south. Movement from north 
to south is consistent with an easterly gravimetrio. trend defined by the 
very steep regional gravity gradient which ooours north of and par~llel to 
the margiD of the Amadeus Basin, (of. For~ et al., 1961). On the eastern 
side of tblB Ruby Gap Nappe, the easterly trend is disrupted by a northwest
trending l:Lneament. 

'lh!. development of the quartz-alongation lineation in m;yloni te 
and its looalization near the Ruby Gap Fault strongly suggest major north
south movements on the fault. If suoh north-south movement is correot1y 
interpreted, the geologioal map pattern suggests sliding of a segment of 
Arunta Complex rooks over cover rooks. If this is the case then the Ruby 
Gap Struoture oanbe safely viewed by looking down-struoture to the west. 

Signifioance of minor folding 

In the Ruby Gap area Forman (1911) has found that the authoohthonOU8 
rocks are drag-folded about east-west axes and the southern limb of eaoh fold 
is overturned, whereas the alloo~thonous rooks above the lowermost tprust 
are isoolinally folded about north-south axes and display a prQminent norther17 
lineation due to the elongation of quartz grains. The axial-plane schistosit,y 
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of the north-trending folds roughly parallels the dip of the thrusts. 
Forman considers that both tectonio fabrics were the result of over
thrusting from north to south. The east-west drag folds in the autoohthon 
developed at right-angles to this wovement and the lineation in the 
a110ohthon developed parallel to the direotion of movement. Similar north
plunging reo1ined folds in the inverted middle limb of the White Range 
Nappe also par~11e1 the penetrative ~uartz-grain elongation as well as the 
plunge of extrem~ pebble elongation tForman, 1911). 

The pattern of folds at the front of the Ruby Gap Nappe suggests 
the orientation of minor folds ia dependent on the degree of strain, north
south folds developed in regions of maximum extension near the Ruby Gap 
Fault, east-west folds developed at right-angles to the direotion of 
maximum strain in regions of more moderate strain. Nowhere in this area 
do north-south folds overprint the east-west folds. Rather a penetrative 
quartz elongation lineation that normally parallels the north-south folds 
outs across easterly trending folds (at angles of up to }O degrees) 400 
metres from the Ruby Gap Fault. This fabrio is interpreted to represent 
an intermediate strain-state. 

Although the minor oleavage folds aw~ from the Ruby Gap Fault 
are oriented at right-angles to the direotion of movement they are not 
drag folds on any fold nappe with an east-west axis, as their axial planes 
cut across the major structure (Figure 11(c». The orientation of minor 
folds is more understandable in terms of a thrust nappe rather than a 
fold-nappe interpretation. 

The north-trending folds immediately underlying the Ruby Gap Fault 
are oonsidered to have developed in a tone of ve~ high strain. SUoh tolda 
having axes parallel to the maximum prinoiple axes of strain in regions ot 
very' high strain have been' desoribed by Kvale (1953). Cleavage folds in 
the southern remnant of Heavitree ~artzite at the,southemend of the 
Fault mar have been rotated into a northerly orientation as a result of 
.train related to thrusting movement or maJ have formed during quartz-grain 
elongation at the time of thrusting. The' east-trending oleavage folds are 
oonsidered to have been produoed by a milder 'strain field during early 
stages of the nappe formation before or during the main period of thrusting 
but in region. of oomp~ativ.ly mild strain. 
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GEOLOGY OF THE ATNARPA RANGE AREA 

by 

M. YAR KHAN (ANU) 

INTRODUCTION 

Location and Topographl 

The area extends 19 km eastwards from about 1.6 km east of 
Atnarpa homestead, covering discontinuous hills and ranges that rise 
about 200 m above the local plains (Fig. 1 and Pl. ~). As the area 
apparently has no geographical names, a tentative scheme to facilitate 
reference will be followed in this report (see Pl. ~). The whole area 
will be ' called ~the> Atnarpa Range. ~-'l'hewesternmost' -part, extendiii~fneiili~ · 
east-west for about 5 km, will be referred to as the Western Hill, the 
valley adjoining this hill eastwards, about 3 km long and 1i km wide, as . 
the Small Valley, the arcuate range with a northe~n limb and a southern 
limb extending eastward from east of the Small Valley as the Eastern Hill 
Range, and the valley between the two limbs of the Eastern Hill Range as 
the Large Valley. A vehiole track which runs alongside the northern front 
of the Atnarpa Range and orosses its northern limb about 11 km east of 
Atnarpa homestead before entering the Large Valley will also be used for 
reference to the area. 

Summary of Geology 

Rocks in the Atnarpa Range form part of the upper limb of the 
Ruby Gap Nappe and are overlain by baseme~t rocks whioh form the alloohthon 
ot the ~te Range Nappe. Studies in the Atnarpa Range show that retrograde 
metamorphism-was more assooiated with 100al dislooations than with a regional 
phenomenon. The Atnarpa Range oonsists ofa number of folded thrust sheets 
with which the deformation is closely associated. The stratigraphic order 
within the oover rooks in most of these thrust sheets is undis~bed. . 

BASEMENT ROCKS 

In the Atnarpa Range the rocks of the basement Arunta Complex 
are represented by retrograded equivalents of dominantly quartzo-feldspathio 
rooks. The quartz is either elongated and highly strained or has reorystall
ized into a mosaio of strain-free polygonal grains. The feldspars are 
extensively sericitized and saussuritized leading to the formation of white 
mica and epidote respectively'. Biotite is altered to chlorite. The mineral 
assemblage of these rocks usua11t consists of quartz, feldspar, bio~ite, 
muscovite, chlorite, and epidote. At a tew localities mafio rooks are 
assooiated with quartzo-te1dspathio rooks and their feldspars and amphiboles 
are also altered. 
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STRUUTUSE 

Thrusts. These are the earliest observed structures in the area. As is 
evident from Plate ~, several minor thrusts assooiated with the major ones 
have produced an imbricate structure. The rock units are piled up over 
one another in the form of thrust slices so that seven levels of these 
structural units have been recognized and mapped in the area (Fig. 18). 
The rocks within ,most of these thrust slices have been found to be right 
way up on the' evidence of stratigraphy or sedimentary struotures or both. 
A speoial symbol attached to the strike and dip symbol on the map (pIS. 2 
and ~) denotes the younging direotion of the sequenoe as determined from 
sedimentary struotures. 

The thrusts seem to originate as bedding thrusts, remaining in 
one detaohment horizon for some distanoe and then outting upwards in the 
stratigraphy until they reaoh another suoh horizon. It seems that there 
is one major thrust, which defines the outer boundary of the Atnarpa 
Range and separates the basement from the oover rocks. The other thrusts 
are its off-shoots. 

The thrust oontaots are marked in the southern and oentral parts 
of Atnarpa Range by extensive breooiation of the Heavitree QuartZite, giving 
rise to a flinty orush rook and the pulverization bf the soft rocks either 
in the Arunta Complex or in the oover rooks. These oontaots are marked by 
.,lonitization of the rooks in the north and nort~eastern parts of Atnarpa 
Range. Sliokensides in the southern and oentral parts and a "quartz-elongatioD 
lineation in the north and northeastern parts are ialso assooiated with these 
oontaots. 

Folds. On the maorosoopio soale folds are represented by an antioline in 
the Western Hill and another antioline forming the Eastern Hill Range. The 
oross-seotion (AB) in Plate , is of the Western Hill antioline, whioh shows 
the slight asymmetry of the struoture as well al folding of the thrusts. 
The axial trend and plunge of this struoture varies from east to west, in 
the east the axial trend is northeast and'the plunge very gentle. In the 
west the trend ohanges to northwest or even ~est-northwest and the plunge 
steepens to about ~oo (Plate 3). The Eastern Hill Range antioline has a 
nearly oonstant 'west-northwest axial trend and an axial plunge of about 150 

to 200 (Plate 3). 

Qn the mesosoopio soalethe folds assooiated with both the maoro
soopio folds are of oonoentrio to disharmonio type. They are extensively 
developed in the hinge areas of the major folds in the upper member of the 
Heavitree ~tzite. The middle limb of these small folds dips steeply or 
is overturned to the south so that the folds are asymmetrio. In the Western 
Hill antioline their axial planes dip north to north-northwest at moderate 
angles, and the trend and plunge of the axis varies from NSOoE and gently 
plunging in the eastern part 'of the struoture to N600w and a plunge ot about 
300 in the western part. In the'antioline of the Eastern Hill Rang~ the axial 
planes generally dip north at angles not exoeeding 450 , and the axes trend 
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MAP SHOWING THE THRUST SHEETS, ATNARPA RANGE AREA 
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o 0 
ua~t-north~est ~ith a plung0 varying generally ba~een 10 and 25 0 A 
orenulation lineation is associated ~ith extensively developed minor 
foldso On the northern limb of the Eastern Hill Range (in the area be~een 
thG road and the first major thrust from the south) box folds in cOnjugatG 
iets are commonp ~here&s the other types of folds described above are absento 
The axial trend of these folds varies be~een northeast and north=northeaato 
'rbe folds fold the quartz elongation lineationo 

Sehistosityp 'Lineationq and Other structures 

In' most parts of the Atnarpa Range (represented b.1 tha Western 
Hillp the Small Valley~ and the central part and the southern limb of 
tha Eastern Hill Range) sedimentary bedding remains tha dominant layering 
in the cover rocksp and sedimentary structures such as cross-bedding and 
ripple marks are preserved at many localities in the Heavitree Quartzitao 
ThG sedimentary structures are lost where the quartZite is brecciated near 
the thrustso In some small zones of intense shearingo especially on the 
northern front of the Western Hill and in the basal member of the HeavitreG 

" .~tzJ_t~p the ,flattening ,of quartz grains , imparts a schistosity to the roolt~ 
and \1i th turthsr deformation&: streaiY liheatl'onalso -appears 'wing'to tha-~ 'o , ~'~" " 
Glongation of the grainso The schistosity generally remains parallel to 
the beddingg and the lineation plunges north to north=northl1estexcept at 
a fe~ localities l1here it is distorted by later foldingo The rooks of the 
basement have a ooarse foliation in the above-mentioned areaso A stre~ 
north-plunging lineation appears in these rocks also near shear zones o but 
beoomes more tlidespread in ,the northern front of tha Western Hillo On thG 
northern limb of the Eastern Hill Range the deformation is more penetrativ~g 
and the north-dipping schistosity and lineation are tlidespread in both th0 
cover and the basement rockso The schistosity and lineation in this &rem 
are associated tlith nearly upright to reoumbent'isoolinal foldso A 
erenulation lineation is present in the hinge areas of both the major ant1011nemg 
and trends parallel to the axial direction of mesosoopio folde associated l11th 
these struotureso 

Microsoopio structures 

Both petrographio and miorofabric studies ot the Heavitree 
~tzite have been made involving the description of textures and the 
measureme~t of quartz a-axis orientationso The latter were plotted on 
equal-area diagrams and contoured using the technique of Iamb (1959)0 The 
resulting 'patterns of preferred orientation ~ere grouped together according 
to their m!orofabric typeso The miorofabrio types (Figures 23g 240 25 0 26 0 

and 27) were found to correspond direotly to the textural typeso (Figure 19) 

%Ype 1 is characteri~ed by the presenoe of detrital quartz grains 
~ith rounded to subrounded outlines o seoondary overgrotlths, local presenOG 
of undulate extinotiono absence of deformation lamellae, and absenoe ot 
dimensional orientation (Figci 23)0 This type of texture is present in th~ 
~esternp oentral o and southern parts of Atnarpa Range in regions away trom 
thrust zones and tlhere other sedimentary struotures are preservedo ·Preferrad 
orientation of the o-axes is completely laoking (Figo 19A)0 The major oont~ 
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interval is 2dl:1ith very small irregular areas ot 4C1l:1hereO" is the standard 
deviation from the expected density of a uniform population (Kambo 1959)0 

1Ype 2 is charaoterized by the presenoe of subrounded to angul~ 
grains in a mosaic~like groundmassof very fin~grained quartz l:1hioh formed 
as a result of brecciation and/or recrystallization (Figo 24)0 A fair degre0 
of dimensional orientation is presento Undulose extinction and deformation 
lamellae are presento This type of texture is found in the middle member of 
the Heavitre~ Quartzite p particularly where it forms the footwall of a thrusto 
In the c-axes diagram there is a suggestion of a peripheral girdle o and an 
inorease in ~he size of the pole-free areas (Figo 19B)0 The girdle lies at 
a high angle to the beddingo 

TYPe } is charaoterized by a high degree of flattening of the 
quartz grains and strong dimensional orientation' (Figo 25)0 Some grains 
shOlt differing orientations of the c=axis in the two adjacent parts in whioh 
they tend to finally separateo This type of texture is restricted to narro~ 
shear zones of intense deformation particularly in the northernmost parts 
of the Western Hillo There is a well defined peripheral girdle in the ac 
plane of the fabric with an increase in the area of contour interval 4~ 

... ·· plus"~two~oonoentrations reaching· ·8.' ~maxfmum value of 100' si tuated,='symmetrioally 
within the girdle (Figo 19C)o This imparts a near-orthorhombic ~etry to 
the fabrico 

, , 1)'pe 4 is characterized by the onset of recrystallizationp which 
produces an aggregate of old p elongatep strained grains and newp polygonal p 
strain~free grains (Figo 26)0 This texture is widespread in the northeaste~ 
part of Atnarpa Bange o being the northern limb of Eastern Hill Rangeo 

The preferred orientation is wesko but there is a distinot tendency 
to~ard the formation of tl:10 girdles intersection at a point normal to the 
mesosoopio lineation (Figa 19D)o ' 

. lYFe ~ is characterized by oomplete reorystallizationp resulting 
in & network of nelto polygonal grains (F~go 27)p with a faint dimensional 
orientationo This type of texture is present only in narrow zones of very 
strong deformation within a metre or so of the thrusts in the northern parts 
of the areao . . 

The preferred orientation is strongo the c=axes forming a new 
girdle lying about 600 from the foliation (Figo 19E)oThe pol~free area 
is DOW much larger than the pole occupied areao and the orthorhombic symmetry 
of the fabric is losto 

CONCLUSIONS 

The degree and style of deformation are closely related to the 
thrusts in the Atnarpa Range but also vary from eouth to northo In the 
lGIouthern and oentral parts ot Atnarpa Range the rocks have .defo;-med in & 
brittle fashion along thrust faUltso rather than in a plastio fashiono The 
tGxtural or microstructural type 2 present in the Heavitree Quartzite and thG 
oorresponding preferred orientation are related .to this type of deformationo 
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Fig. 19. Preferred orientation of quartz c-axes, Atnarpa Range area, 
showing prererred orientation types A, B, C, D, and E corresponding 
to microstructural types I, 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively (Specimens 
103, 130, 186, 215, and 279 respectively). ' . 
ab is the trace of bedding in A and B. 
ab is the trace of schistosity in C, D and Ej b is the 
quartz elongation lineation in the schistosity plane. 
NU11.lber of grains measured': A-300, B-340, C-240, D-300, E-300. 

To accompany record 1971/66 

Fig 19 
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Figure 23 . Undeformed detrital quartz grains (crossed-nicols; 
spec . loco 103) 

Figure 24. Sub-rounded to angular quartz grains in a mosaic 
of very fine-grained quartz. (Cross- nicols; spec. loco 130; 
scale as above) 

Figure 25. Old deformed quartz grains elongated in the plane 
of the schistosity (crossed-nicols; spec.loc.186 ; scale as 
above ) 



] 

Figure 26 . Old, deformed quartz grains with deformation 
lamellae and new polygonal rains. (Crossed-nicols; spec.loc. 
215. Scale as for Figure 22 ANU 579A 

Figure 27. Completely recrystallized polygonal-shaped quartz 
grains. (Crossed-nicols mag.X136; spec . loc . 279) 
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Along thrust faults in the narrow belton the northern part of the Western 
Hill, the quartz grains are first flattened, thus imparting a schistosity 
to the rooks which is generally parallel to the bedding, then with increase 
in deformation a lineation develops due to the elongation of the grains within 
the plane of the schistosity (microstructural type 3 and the corresponding 
preferred orientations). In microstruotural type (4) the degree of preferred 
orientation seems to have been subdued by the onset of recrystallization, 
whereas in type (5) it again inoreases with complete reorystallization, but 
the symmetry o'f the fabric is lost and becomes heterotactio. In areas where 
the symmetry of the total fabric is near orthorhombic, as well as in areas 
where the microscopio subfabric is destroyed by complete recrystallization, 
the symmetry of the movement of deformation should be nearly orthorhombio 
also. 

It is clear that the strain in the rocks inoreases pregressively 
northwards. The metamorphism also increase northwards as is shown by the 
onset of reorystallization, in fact a line can be drawn on the map north 
of which the rec~_st.al:U~tion .isclearly~ man1fes.t,"·anci··widespread,but as'· 

·~ alre8.dY ~stated,-· the effeots of metamorphism are more pronounced in zones 
of narrow thrust slices where the rocks are completely recrystallized. It 
is like~, though not yet established, that the ,temperature would have 
generally increased northwards and that the rooks were more ductile and 
mobile in the north than in the south. 

In the chronology of structural events, thrust faults seem to 
have developed first with associated development of sohistosity and lineation 
and microsoopic subfabrics. This relationship is based on the presence of 
sohistosity and lineation and microstructural and preferred orientation type 
(3) in the olose viCinity of thrust faults in a ~ow 'belt on the northern 
front of Western Hill, and the ohange from microstructural and preferred 
orientation type (4) to type (5) with the proximity of the thrusts on the 
northern limb of eastern Hill Range. The folding in the northern limb of 
the Eastern Hill Range is later than the thrusting, as the sOhistosity and 
the quartz-elongation lineations are both folded there by northeast-southwest 
folds. This is' also true in part of the Western Hill where the thrust faults 
and the quartz elongation lineation are folded by west-northwest trending 
folds. In other parts of the area it is difficult to show this, as the 
quartz-elongation lineation is not developed there and the folds may have 
formed at the same time as the thrusts, although it is suspected that here , 
also the thrusting took place before folding. 

The original hypotheses that the movement direction in the Arltunga 
Nappe Complex was from north to south (or north-northeast to south-southwest) 
is supported by (1) the north to north-northeast plunging lineation, slicken
sides of the same trend in rocks which did not undergo a penetrative deformation, 
and (2) the asymmetric nature of the drag folds with axial planes generally 
dipping northward and axes trending west-northwest. 
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PRELIMINARY REFOR'!, ON BASEMENT~COVER DEFORMATION IIi THE 

FART OF THE WHITE RANGE NAPPE BETWEEN 

MOUNT LAUGHLEN AND THE GEORGINA RANGE 

by 

J 0 Lo FUnk (AW) 

INTRODUCTION 

Tba area desoribed in this ohapter is part of the western 
portion of the Whita Range Nappe o and oentres about Georgina Gap (Figa 
18 Plo 4)0 ~hioh is situated between Mt Laughlen and the Georgina 
Range (Figo 2)0 The rooks are l:1ell exposed o and display an abundanoa 
of small struotures that record a complex history of deformatioD8 henceo 
mapping at a scale of 1823 000 is praotioableo and in many plaoes mapping 
,Itt " ®v~m larger ,.soa18s",19 ', necessary" 'Th1s "study " is~not~yet oomplet"e 'lii· extazir -
or detail of mappingo and the results and interpretations presented here &rQ 
only tentativeo 

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 

Outline of the Large~soale Struotur~ 

The cover rocks (Haavitree ~artzite and Bitter Springs Formation) 
form prominent hills that trend ganerally east to southeast and rise abov~ 
th0 olosely dissected basement terrain (Arunta Complex)o The oover oan bG 
divid®d into tl:10 unitso The first is anautoohthonous o mildly deformedo 
normal 8squenCG of Heaviiree ~tzite and lower Bitter Springs Formation 
~hioh unoonformably overlies the basemento It outorops at Ht Laughlen 

, end the Georgina Range as a series of gentle warps trending north and 
northeast respeotivelyo These pass northwards into highly deformed OOV0~ 
rocks that 'Xirand east-southeast and oonstitute the second unito They ar~ 
oharaoterized by a strong penatrative SChistosity and several generations 
of foldwo The seoond unit of tha oover is oonsiderea to be allochthonoumo 
bQ.oauae it is in fault oontaot with the autoohthonous oover rocks :to th~ 
8outho e.nd o along muoh of the northern coatacto tha Heavitres ~tzitQ 
is meparated from the !runts basement by a thin layer of Bittar Spring® 
Formation (mlSIS Plo 40 oross-sections)o The overall struotural configuraUon 
of the cover rocks appears to be a simple syncline which trends east-south= 
eltst e.nd is ovarturned to tha southo but the limbs of this s,yncline are 1'G
folded by smaller foldso Slices of Arunta basement are preserved in the CO~Q 
of the syncline o and e.re completely surrounded by Bitter Springs Formationo 

The strongly deformed cover rccks (the second unit) and tha 
ov~rlying basemant rocks ~ere termed the White Range Nappe by Forman (1971)0 
and are so depicted in Figure 2 of this recordo HOl:1evarp in the' area 
bat~een Mt Laughlen and the Georgina Range p there is no avidenoG that toG 
basement north or the covar rocks is allochthcnouso The term 'nappa' in 
this chapte~ is applied only to the outliers ot basement rook in the oo~® 
or the cover syncline p and to the cover rccks around and north ot thG 
basement outliarso 
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Structural Geometry of the Cover Rooks 

In the alloohthonous cover rooks there is evidenoe of at least 
four generations of folds. The axial planes of all the fold generations 
are nearly parallel, i.e., they strike east to southeast and dip steeply 
north. Three of the fold generations are upright to inclined, and the 
other is inolined to reolined. The sequenoe of fold generations in the 
oover rooks is not oompletely olear, tlie nowhere has the interf'erenoe 
pattern produoed'by three overprinted fold phases been seen. 

A summary of the sequenoe of 'deformation'in the Georgina Gap area 
is giTen in Figure 30. Deformation was probably continuous, and the 
division into separate episodes is merely a desoriptive oonvenienoe. ' 

First Folding Phase 

The evidenoe for the earliest phase of deformation is indireot. 
Within the oover synoline are normal sequenoes of Heavitree ~artzite' 
through to the Bitter Springs Formation overlain byslioes of retrograded 
Artinta basement. These outorops of' basement rook are interpreted as 
klippen or,teotonio fish, and oonsist of phyllonite that olosely resembles 
refoliated basement rooks immediately to the north. The klippen must have 
been emplaoed early in the deformational history, sinoe they share with the 
surrounding rooks the imprint of a strong sohistosity and two lineations. 
The existence of these klippen implies that translation along thrust faults 
(with associated folding (Fig. 30 (1» carried basement rock through the 
Heavitree ~artzite irito the highly duotile lower Bitter Springs Fcrmation. 
Detailed mapping has revealed three distinct thrust faults between repeated 
sequences of basement and oover rooks. These faults maybe 'splays' 
diTerging f'rom one major thrust fault, or they may be three independent 
faults. The hypothesis of early translation is supported by the oocurrence 
o! a narrow layer of Bitter Springs shale along the northern margin of' the 
nappe, i •••• between the Heavitree ~artzite and the basement. The direction 
of tectonio transport was probably normal to the outorop pattern, and the 
southward thrusting was almost oertainly aooompanied by folding. ' 

Sedimentary struotures indioate that all the thrust slices of' 
cover rooks within the nappe young upwards, inverted bedding is r~strioted 
to the overturned limbs of seoond-generation folds. In conolusion, the 
8uperp9sition of basement upon cover involved gliding within the pile for 
several kilometr~s, and produoed a staok of upright, fault-bounded slabs. 

This interpretation of the earliest reoognized structural events 
is by neoessity Simplified, as at least five gliding or deoollement'horizons 
are known in the Heavitree QUartzite (Fig. 28),' and many thrust faults may 
remain unrecognized owing to a laok of marker beds. The struotural eventl 
described in the above paragraphs represent the first phase of deformaticn 
in the develo,ment of the White Range Nappe, and virtually all the horizontal 
translation or the basement and cover of the nappe oocurred at this time. 
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Seoond Folding Phase 

The seoond-generation folds exhibit two orientations: reclined 
and inolined to upright. That the two orientations belong to the same 
phase is demonstrated by the presence of many small folds in both basement 
and cover rocks in whioh the ~itch of the fold axes varies through 900 in 
the axial plane (Fig. ~O (2c»). (Ooourrences of these folds are indioated 
on Plate 4 by th~ overprinting symbol). The variation in the plunge of 
the fold axes appears to be sinusoidal, and involves a periodic oonstriction 
which is similar to boudinage and is probably related to the map-scale 
extensional features delineated by the oover outcrop along the strike of 
the nappe. 

The presence of large reo lined folds is inferred from the detailed 
mapping of wide zones in whioh many small reo lined folds show a consistent. 
sense of vergenoe. The presenoe of large upright to inclined folds is 
difficult to establish, exoept where an obvious marker unit is preserved su~h 
as the Heavitree-Bitter Springs oontaot. Elsewhere, as in sections through 
the thick-bedded middle member that forms two-thirds of the Heavitree ~tzite, 
folds oan only be inferred from systematic reversals in younging directions. 
Generally, bedding is difficult to recognize owing to transposition by 
pervasiv, schistosity, indisputable younging oriteria such as current bedding, 
graded bedding, or sole markings are rare. 

The style of folding is the same for both the large and small 
upright to inolined folds and the reolined folds. Charaoteristioally, the 
folds are tight to isoolinal, with oleavage almost parallel to bedding on the 
limbs. There is a marked thiokening in the fold oores, and a shape analysis 
of the tolded ls,ers plaoes them in Ramsay's 1C . Class of Flattened Parall.l 
Folds (Ramsay, 1961, pp. ~~6, ~e1). Large bulk strains are reoorded in the 
fold limbs by the oomplete transposition of bedding by oleavage, the 
obliteration of sedimentary struotures by reorystallization of the quartz 
grains, and the high tlattening strains indioated by pebbles that have been 
deformed into oblate ellipsoids whose lo~ axes parallel the lineation. 
This direot field evidence implies that the folds olassified as 1C are very 
olose .in shape to the ideal Similar Fold (Class 2 of Ramsay). 

Assooiated with the seoond-generation folds is a strong, penetrative, 
axial-plane sohistosity, whioh is termed '81', beoause no axial-plane 
sohi8tosi~y assooiated with the first-generation folds has been found. In 
hand speoi~ens the sohistosity appears like slaty oleavage, whereas in thin
seotion it is texturally a ~lonite. Assooiated with the sohistosity is a 
mineral-elongation lineation (usually quartz) that parallels the axes of the 
reolined folds, genetioallY,it is a bedding-oleavage interseotion lineation 
whose 4evelopment is direotly related to the forma~ion of axial-plane 
sohistosity ·in the reolined folds. The quartz-elongatio~ lineation maintains 
a oonsistentl, steep, northward plunge along the strike of the nappe. 

Third Foldipg Phase 

Third-generation tolds are oommon throughout the area, and 
oharaoteristioall, refold the 81 Bohistosit, and transposed bedding about 
lubhorizontal east-west axes to produoe upright folds. The folds oommonl, 
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contain an ax1al~plane crenulation or intersection lineation ~hich paral10ls 
the fold 8xiso 

Fourth Foldipg Phasa 

The fourth and final phase of deformation consists of various 
°brittla O structures that overprint all the previous structureso These 
includ0 kink folds (in places as conjugate sets)o arrays of sigmOidal 
quartz vainso closely spaced fractures o jointsp and sma1l-separation 
normal faultso The kinks and broad open folds found at Mt Laughlen and 
in the Georgina Rangs probably formed during this last phase of deformationo 
Exact correlation is difficult to establisho howeverp as the folds are 
oriented transversely to the structural trend of the nappe~ no cleavage or 
lineation is associated with these folds o and they do not appear to overprint 
any ~arlier structures in either the allochthon or autochthono 

The sequence of four folding phases outlined above represents the 
maximum amount of deformation recorded in the rockso The intensity of 
deformation appears to have varied in both time and spaceo and so it is 

~ unlikelyc ~that 'al1told- generat1onswould - oC'cur~ at the - onelocalityo~- ~ .- -- - ~--

Description of the Basement 

~o major lithologies are present in the basement terrain of the 
&re&o South of Georgina Gap is & region of monotonous granitOid augen 
gneiss o bounded on the northwest by a mixed metasedimentary sequencep which 
also crops out north and east of the nappeo The gneiss-metasediment contact 
trends north~8outho and intersects the south~southeast trend 6f the nappe in 
the vicinity of Georgina Gapo Before the Alice ,Springs Orogenyo the Arunta 
basement unde~ent at least three generations of foldingp and was metamorphosed 
to the upper amphibolite facieso Remobilization of the basement began with 
th~ first phase of folding in the covero but climaxed with the coevaldevelop= 
ment of' a penetrative schistosity in the basement and cover associated with 
th0 seoond phase of foldingo This 81 sohistosity refoliated the basement in 
& ~rov 80ne adjaoent to the oover rocks' of the nappeo and produced folda 
of th0 same style and orientation as in the covero Although the retoliated 
zone demonstratably cuts across the basement lithologies p the bulk of the 
retoliated rocks were originally metasediments and orthogneisses p .the latter 
minar&logically similar to the granitoid augen gneiss south of the nappeo 

The refoliated basement rocks are classified as blastomylonita 
if derived ' from a gneissic parent rock p or phyllonite if derived trom a 
metasedimentary parento Both consists mostly of biotite and quartzo and 
th~ different textures depend on the grain-size and relative proportions of 
the ~o minerals presento 

Metamorphic grade during deformation 

Index minerals in the area are not commonp and the general rarity 
ot kyaniteo diopside g garnetp and hornblende p either as relics or as nev 
ph&a8s p is contrasted with the abundance of epidote g actinolite9 and chloritso 
The assemblages noted represent a much higher grade for the refoliated bas8= 
ment than that reported in other areas o and is consistent with conditions of 



the uppermost greenschist to the lower amphibolite facies. The refo1iation 
or the basement is clearly the result of a period of dynamic, retrograde, 
hydrous metamorphism. 

The metamorphic grade of the cover rocks is more difficult to 
determine, owing to a virtually monominera1ic composition. X-ray diffraotion 
study of a sample of the Bitter Springs Formation in contact with the 
basement found tha, the sla~ recrystallized siltstone was oomposed entirelY 
of IIlUscovite .and quar"z. 

CONt.:LUSIONS 

Mapping in the Georgina Gap area has substantiated the hypothesis 
or nappe emplacement by thrust-faulting. Remobi1ization or the basement, 
although a continaous process, oan be described only at its incipient and 
tina1 stages of development. During the incipient stage the basement 
exerted strong control over the growth of the nappes, in that slabs of 
basement .were emp1aced~·1nto-the ooveras- rigid 'fault"'bounded '-masse's-. The~o- ~ -==~

basement rock appears to have been transported south in an Undeformed and 
unaltered state like the great areas or allochthonous basement described 
by FOrman (1971). The formation of the S1 schistosity represents the peak 
of the basement remobi1ization, and marks the oessation of the period or 
horizontal translation and nappe formation. At this stage the basement 
and cover became welded together and subsequently deformed as a Single unit. 
The development of the refo1iated zone was not, therefore, part of the 
process that mobilized and foroed the basement into the cores or the thrust 
nappes. Age determinations from the new micas parallel to the S1 schistosit,r 
in the ArltuDga area (Stewart, 1971a), date the second phase of the deformation 
as pre-Middle Carboniferous, and place a minimum age on . the emplacement or the 
White Range Happe. The White Range Nappe IIlUst root somewhere in the retoliated 
basement immediately north of the cover rocks. 
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DEFORMATION PROCESSES IN THE WEST~ PART OF THE WHITE RANGE NAPPE 

A.J. Stewart (BMR) 

INTRODUCTION 

When Forman and Milligan mapped the Arltunga Nappe Complex 
in 1964 (Forman, Milligan, & McCarthy, 1967), they observed that much 
ot the Heavitree ~artzite and Bitter Springs Formation in the southern 
part ot the complex was praotically unmetamorphosed, and on the supposition 
that this low grade of metamorphism might have resulted in the preservation 
of microscopic structures which in many deformed rocks are obliterated by 
recrystallization, the author made a study of the western part of the White 
Range Nappe in order to determine the sequenoe of events and the nature and 
extent of the deformation prooesses that led to the emplaoement of the nappe, 
to ascertain the physical condit1onsthat prevailed . during c~h~t e.~plac.ement,~ _ 
and··to=oompare -the deformatlonal ·beliav1oUr "of ·-the basement and cover rooks. 
Much of the material in this chapter is summarized from a thesis . submitted 
to the Graduate School of Yale University (Stewart, 1971b). 

In the area studied (Fig. 31), the southern and northern parts 
of the White Range Nappe differ from each other in a number of ways, and 
the differenoes exist in both basement and cover rooks. The basement rocks 
have undergone retrograde metamorphism throughout the nappe, the degree of 
retrogression being slight in the southern part of the nappe, and markedly 
greater both in extent and grade in the northern ' part: concomitant with 
this, K-Ardates in the basement rooks, are re-set from Carpentarian* in 
the south (1660 - 1368 m.y.) to Middle Palaeozoio (431 - 345 m.y.) in the 
north. The trends of mesoscopic structures in the southern basement rocks 
have no o~vious relation to the maorosoopio form and symmetry of the nappe, 
but in the northern area the maoroscopic and mesosoopio structures are 
homotaotic, i.e., . have the same symmetry arid orientation. On the microscopio 
soa1e, deformation is slight in the southern basement rocks, but substantial 
in the nor.thern area, . where it · involved ohiefly ca taolasis of feld~par and 
synteotonio recrystallization of quartz, the quartz microfabrio of the rooks 
is homotactic with the macrosoopic and mesoscopio struotures. 

Similar ohanges are evident in the Heavitree Quartzite oover 
of the nappe. In the southern area the quartzite is an unmetamorphosed 
sandstone whioh is commonly breociated but shows only very slight. microsoopic 
deformation. With inoreasing distanoe northwards, the grains are syntecton
ioally reorysta11ized and beoome more and more flattened vertioa1ly and 
elongated north-south and to a lesser extent east-west. Mesoscopic folds and 
penetrative struotures are absent in the southern area, but are well developed 
in the north, where they .are homotatic with the macrosoopio structure of the 

*The use of the term 'Carpentarian', which is the period of time from 
about 1800 m.y. to about 1400 m.y., follows the proposal of Dunn et 
al (1966). 
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nappe and with the mesoscopic basement struotures. The quartz microfabric 
is random in the southern area, but homotactic with the other fabrics in 
the northern area. Sericite in the northern quartzite gives Carboniferous 
K-Ar dates (~5e - ~22 m.y.). 

An inferred boundary between the southern and northern parts of 
the nappe is shown in Figure 31. Its curved shape suggests that it was 
folded during emplacement of the nappe, and represents, or is parallel to, 
a folded isograd or geotherm. However, an alternative explanation might 
be that the rccks were deformed and metamorphosed simultaneously, and the 
possibility also exists that metamorphism succeeded deformation and affected 
the most deformed part of the nappe. 

DESCRIPTION OF HO~K UNITS 

A short description of the major rock-types in the White Range 
Nappe is given here, detailed descriptions are set out in Stewart (1971b). 

BASEMENT ROCKS 

Autochthon 

The autochthonous basement rocks west of the White Range Nappe 
consists chiefly of coarse-grained granitic gneiss in whioh discrete 
bodies of other rock-types are present (Fig. ~2). The lar~est of these 
are a mass of melanocratic syenite (R.D. Shaw, pers. comm.) in the north
eastern part of the area, and a lens of interlayered hornblende gneiss and 
granite in the northwest, a prominent pod of peridotite is situated at the 
southern end of this lens. Other rock-types include numerous bodies of 
hornblende amphibolite and quartz diorite in the southern part of the area, 
and also dykes of basic lamprophyre (vogesite and alnoite). Pegmatite and 
epidosite are common throughout the area. 

Southern Part of Nappe 

In contrast to the autochthon, the basement rocks in the southern 
part of, the nappe are ohiefly metasediments (Fig. ~2). In the southwestern 
part of the area the rocks include interbedded marble and calc-silicate rock 
(characterized by epidote, actinolite, and diopside), andalusite-mica schist, 
and quartzite. These are overlain to the east by quartz-rich plagioclase
biotite gneiss (Fig. 32), which in the eastern part of the area contains 
abundant sillimanite. Bodies of amphibolite are common throughout the area, 
the characteristic "amphibole in these is hornblende or actinolite in the 
west, and anthophyllite (generally accompanied by cordierite) in the east. 

The abUndance of andalusi te in the western part of the area and 
of cordierite in the east indicate that the mineral assemblages belong to 
the Abukuma or low-pressure facies series (Miyashiro, 1961). ~~e south
western part of the area has transitional greenschist-amphibolite assemblages, 
and the grade rises eastwards from there to the middle of the amphibolite 
facies (specifically, the sillimanite-cordierite-muscovite-almandine sub
facies of Winkler, 1961). 
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Fig. 31. Geological map of western part of Arltunga Nappe Complex, 
showing macroscopic fold axes and boundary (thick dashed 
line) between southern and northern parts of White Range 
Nappe. Formation boundaries taken from Alice Springs 
1 :250;000 Geological Sheet (First Edition, 1968), with 
modifications after Forman, Shaw, and the author. 
A-A', etc, mark positions of cross sections. (F,ig. 37). 
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K-Ar dates on hornblende, muscovite, and. biotite from the 
southern part of the nappe are all Carpentarian in age, and range from 
1 660 to 1 368 m.Y.J details of isotopiC dates are set out in stewart 
(~971a). 

Northern Part of Nappe 

The basement rocks in the northern part of the nappe are very 
heterogeneous. in the western and central ~arts of the area the major 
rock-types are quartz-rich biotite gneiss (- garnet), mica schist, hornblende 
amphibolite, ' and pegmatite, minor rock-types include epidotized gneiss, 
quartzite, marble, vein quartz, and epidosite. The eastern part of the 
area consists mostly of retrogressively metamorphosed tonalite (Fig. 35) 
and granodiorite, with some greenschist and micaceous quartzite. All the 
assemblages (before retrogression' were of the amphibolite faCies, and 
compatible with either the moderate high-pressure (Barrovian) or low-pressure 
(Abukuma) facies series. 

K-Ar dates on two hornblende samples from the northern part of 
the nappe are 2 13f ~<i1Q,39 m.y., .. on seven- bioti~tes -the' dates range ~= -~ 
"from 1175- to -370 iD.i. (Carpentarian to Late Devonian), and on seven 
muscovites the dates range from 431 to 345 m.y. (Late Silurian to Early 
Carboniferous). One muscovite from the large lens of basement quartzite 
that crops out northwest of White Range gave a K-Ar date of 1 077 m.y.; 
the significance of this date is discussed elsewhere (Stewart, 1971a). 

RetrOgressive Metamorphism 

As mentioned in the Introduotion to t~is chapter, the basement 
rooks of the White Range Nappe show widespread, though patchy, retrogressive 
metamorphism, whose extent and 'grade increase northwards. In the southern 
part of the nappe, plagioclase is almost everywher~ altered to seriCite 
t clinozoisite, and in many specimens the alteration is complete. Biotite 
in parts of the biotite gneiss is altered to chlorite, and ilmenite in 
amphibol1t,e is ,rimmed with sphene. Epidotization along fractures is visible 
1~ several outcrops of gneiss and amphibolite. Two samples of sericite whioh 
had completely replaced plagioclase gave K-Ar dates of 596 and 534 m.y. ' 
(stewart, 1971b); and are interpreted as indicating that the bulk ,of the 
sericite formed in Middle Palaeozoio times, and contains either some old 
(Carpentarian) sericite, and/or excess argon derived from outgassing of 
biot! te in' the surrounding rocks. ,If this interpretation is accepted, then 
it is possible that the other retrograde effects in the southern part of the 
nappe alao formed in Middle Palaeozoic time, i.e., during the Alice Springs 
Orogeny. 

In the northern part of the nappe, retrograde effects are 
visible in nearly every thin section examined. Plagioclase + microcline 
in granitoid rocks and pegmatite have reacted to form albite + clinozoisite 
+ white mica (Fig. 35), biotite 'is partly or completely altered 'to chlorite, 
and quartz is recrystallized to mosaics of small polygonal grains (Fig. 35). 
In the biotite gneiss of the central part of the area, plagioclase is 
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replaoed by serioite, and biotite has reaot~d to chlorite + musoovite. 
These white mioas all give Middle Palaeozoio K-Ar dates (see previou8 
seotion), indicating that they formed during the Alioe Springs Oroge~. 
The biotite dates are spread from Carpentarian to Devonian, and Rb-Sr 
dating is in progress to determine whether the spread arises from only 
partial reorystallization of the biotite, or £.rom introduotion of 
extraneous argon into completely reorystallized biotite. 

The retrograde assemblage in th6 southern part ot the nappe i. 
charaoterized by chlorite and serioite, and thus belong8 to the lowest 
part of the greenschist faoies, at a lithostatio pressure ot about 2kb, 
whioh corresponds to the total thiokness of the pre-orogenio part (pre
Pertnjara Group) of the Amadeus Basin sequenoe, this assemblage indicates 
a temperature ot about 250°C in the rooks (Turner, 1967). In the northern 
part of the nappe, the Characteristic retrograde minerals are albite and 
epidote (or olinozoisite) and possibly biotite (see previous paragraph). 
This assemblage belongs to the middle of the greenschist tacies, where 
the temperature is about 3500 0, (TUrner, 1967, p.366). 

REA VITREE QUARTZITE 

In thin-section, the unmetamorphosed Heavitree ~artzite 
consists of well rounded grains of quartz cemented by optically continuous 
overgrowths of silioa (Fig. 45). The grains contain numerou8inclusions 
whioh are oommonly arranged in rows and probabl1 represent miorooraoks, 
as the rows extend through several grains without interruption, muoh ot 
the inoluded matter is opaque, dusty material, some of whioh was identitie4 
as hematite, and some as monazite, tluid inolusions were not Been. Small 
oolourless flakes between the quartz gtains are probably a cl~ mineral. 
Laminae of bimodal sandstone are present in some speCimens (Fig. 46). 
Acoessory minerals are chiefly well rounded grains ot ziroon and tourmaline, 
a small amount of oaloite is present in one sample.trom the lower part ot 
the middle member. 

MACROSCOPIC STRUCTURE 

As ourrently interpreted, the White Bange Nappe oomprises a 
western lobe and an eastern lobe, both of whioh occupy depression& betweeB 
domal areas of autoohthonous rocks, one to the east and one to the west 
ot the nappe, and a third near the oe~tre of the area, viz., the area ot 
autochthonQUs Heavitree ~artzite 'and Bitter Springe Fbrmation southwest 
of White Range (Fig. 36). The two lobes are essentially synformal in east/ 
west cross-section, and their B-axes trend west-northwest. Several other 
maorosoopic told axes also trend west-northwest or east/west, e.g. the 
Atnarpa Antitorm, whioh strikes through the oentre of the nappe complex, 
and the Giles Creek Synform, which is the southern part ot the eastern 
lobe of the nappe (Fig. 36). Some minor maorosoopi'c flexure. trend at. 
right angle. to this direction, e.g., along the southern edge ot the 
western lobe ot the nappe and in" the range OD the northern sid. 'ot ~add7. 
Hole Plain (Fig. 31). 
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Fig. 35. Photomicrograph of retrogressively metamorphosed tonalite from 
4 km northeast of Arltunga, showing coarse white mica (m), albite 
(a), and recrystallized quartz (q). K-Ar date on white mica = 
352 m.y. Crossed nicols. Length of field = 2 mm. 
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Geological map of Arltunga Nappe Complex (slightly modified from 
Bur. Min. Resour. Rept. 113, PI. 16 after Forman and Shaw, pers. comm.). 
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Several oross-sections through the western part of the nappe 
complex are shown in Figure 37. 

MESOSCOPIC STRUli'llURES 

BASEMENT ROUKS IN SOUTHEHN PART OF NAPPE 

The sohist and gneiss in the southern part of the White Range 
Nappe have a typical metamorphic foliation, lineatio,n, and 1i thologic 
layering, and the lineation is invariably in the plane of the foliation. 
In contrast, the masses of amphibolite in the area are but weakly foliated 
or IJI$,ssive. Ilhe mar~le and oalc-silicate rocks are prominently laminated, 
and in thin section this is seen to be relict beddingaocentuated by 
metamo~hic.differentiation • . ( 

Poles.to foliation in the southern part of the nappe are plotted 
in Figure 38a, the oontoured points form two partial girdles, ~ne with a 
pi-axis* plunging 300 northwest, the otherwith~a pi-aXis plunging 500 east. 
Linear grain~rientations are plotted in Figure 38b, and show aooncentration 
·trendingn9rthwest/ southeast. 

Folds** in the southern part of the nappe are ofvariQus types, 
and are most commonly found in the 11 thologically layered rooks. The hinges 
of folded pegmatite lenses oommonly grade into fold 1QU1lions. All fold 
axes are plotted in Figure 38c,and the poles to their aXial planes, where 
measurable, are plotted in figure 3Bd. The fold axes show a weak, axial 
conoentration with a northwest trend, and it is apparent that most of the 
axial planes are steep to vertical, i.e., the folds are upright. 

BASEMENT ROCKS IN NORTHERN PART OF NAPPE 

Mesoscopic structures in the basement rocks of the northern part 
of thQ White Range Nappe are noticeably different in style and orientation 
from those in the southern area, and there is a noticeable paucity of massive 
rocks. Most bodies of amphibolite, pegmatite, a~d vein quartz are foliated 
and lineated oonoordantly with the s~rounding rocks, whereas in the southern 
area these rook-types are masSive. 

Foliation in the northern area is characteristically a sohistosity, 
the rooks tend. to be flaky and easily cleaved, and Ii, thol1gic layering is 
soarce. The rocks are prolilinently lineated in the plane of the foliation. 
Poles to foliation and mineral lineations are plotted InFigures 38 e and 
38f respectively. The poles to foliation define a single pi-axis, whioh 
plunges north-northeast at 300 , and the lineations are conoentrated around 
the same direction. 

Folds in the northern part of the nappe are generally small 
o rumples in the sohistose rocks, or isoclinal folds in quartz veins. Fbld 
axes and poles to axial planes are plotted in Figures .. 38g and 38h respectively. 

*Pi-axis is used in the sense of Ramsay (1967) to indicate the axis of a 
great-oircle girdle obtained by plotting poles to surfaces. 

**Fold terminology in this chapter follows Fleuty (1964). 
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The fold axes show some Qonoentration around a line plunging gently north
northeast, subparallel to the lineation maximum. Figure 38h shows that 
most of the tolds in this part of the nappe are reolined or recumbent. 

HEA VITREE QUARTZITE 

Mesosoopio struotures in the Heavitree Quartzite include 
·brecciation (With associated quartz veins), foliation and lineation, folds, 
boudins, mullions, and kink bands. Quartz veins and brecciation are most 
prominent in the southern·part of the nappe, though they are also tound in 
the northern area, the other structures listed are found only in the 
northern area. 

Breooiation 

Brecoiation is mainly fo~d in the southern part of the nappe, 
and is partioularly common where the quartzite is thinned and overturned. 
The breocia consists of small angular tragments of quartzite & few 
oentimetres across, bedding i8 disoernible in areas of less disturbed 
though still traotured rock. ~artz veins are assooiated with the breociated 
quartz~te~ and commonly ooour in swarm.. In the northern part ot the nappe 
vein quartz torms irregUlar masses or 'quartz blows' up to several metres 
aoross, some ot these consist ot a ooarse, blebbymixture of quartz and 
fine-grained green mUscovite. 

Fbliation and Lineation 

Foliation and lineation are imparted to the quartzite by the 
parallel alignment of the flattened ellipsoidal quartz grains in the rock, 
and of the seriCite £lakes and aggregates. Pebbles and siliceous ooncretions 
in the deformed quartzite are also ellipsoidal, and lie in ,the foliation 
plane with their longest axes parallel to the lineation. Except in the 
ranges on the southern side of Paddys Hole Plain, foliation is in general 
parallel to bedding. Pi-diagrams of all foliation and lineation measurements 
in the Heavitree Quart~ite are shown in Figures 39a, 39b, 390. Figure 39a, 
poles to foliation from non-folded localit~es, shows a partial great-circle 
girdle with a pi-axis (1T1) plunging north-northeast at 20°. Figure 39b, 
poles to folded foliation, shows a great-circle girdle, whose pi-axiS (71 4) 
plunges east at ,20 •. The lineation diagram (Fig. 390) includes measurements 
trom folded and non-tolded areas, and shows a single strong maximum plunging 
north-northeast at 17°, plus a spread of points along a great circle whose 
pi-axis (n5) plunges east~southeast at 200 • 

Folda 

Three generations of mesoscopic folds are present in the 
Heavitree Quartzite. 

(i) South-verging Folda 

These are the earliest folds observed· in the Heavitree Quartzite, 
(Fold Generation 1 in Table 1) and are found only in the ranges on the 
southern side of Paddys Hole Plain~ The folds are open to olose tlexural
slip folds with east-west subhorizontal axes and vertical to north-dipping 
axial plans, i.e., the folds verge south. The foliation in the quartzite 
dips gently north, and transects. the bedding on both limbs of the folda. 
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Fig, 38. 1f-dtagrams (equal-area plots on lower hemisphere) of mes08coplc 
structural elements In basement rocka of White Range Nappe. 

Southern Part of Nappe 

A. 115 poles to follatton. Contours: I, 3, 6%, per 1% area. 
B. 57 Unear grain ortentattons. Contours: 1,76, 3, 6%, per 1% area. 
C. 35 fold axes. Contours: 3, 6, 9, 12%, per 1 % area. 
D. 21 poles to utal planes of folds In C. Contours: 5, lQ, 15%, per 1% area. 

Northern Part of Nappe 

E. 127 poles to foltatton. Contours: 0.8, 3; 6, 9, 12%, per 1% area. 
F. 1351t'near grain orlentattons. Contours: .74,3,6, 9, 12%, per 1% area. 
O. 34 fold axes. Contours: 3, 6, 9, 12%. per 1% area. 
H. 28 poles to aztal'planes of folds In O. Contours: 3.6, 7,2, 10,8, 14.4%, 

per 1% area. 

To accompany R.c,ord 1911/66 
' F!lS/AI4/14S 
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Fig. 39. '1T-dlagrams (equal-area plots on lower hemisphere) of mesoscoplc 
structural elements In metamorphosed Heavltree Quartzite. 

A. 133 poles to foliation, excluding measurements from areas affected 
by late east/west folds. Contours: .75, 3, 6,9, I2%. per I'll area. ' 

B. 60 poles to foliation from areas affected by late east/west folds. 
Contours : 1. 7, 3, 6, 10%, per I'll area. 

C. 134 linear grain orlentattons from all areas. Contours: .75, 3, 6, 
9,12%. perl'll area. 

D. 20 lUeS 'of recumbent folds . Contours: 5, 10, IS, 20%. per I'll area. 
E. 12 poles to llldaJ planes of recumbent folds of D. Contours : 8, 16. 

24, 32%, per I'll area. 
F. 29 axes of late !last/west folds. Contours: 3.5. 7. 10.5, 14%. per I'll area. 
G. 20 poles to axial plilnes of late east/west folds of F. Contours : 5, 10. 

IS, 20%. per I'll area. 
H. 21 poles to ktnk bands. Contours: 4.8, 9.6. 14.4, 19.2%. per I'll area. 

To occompony Record 1911/66 F U/AI4/144 '( 
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(ii) Recumbent Folds 

The second set of folds in the Heavitree Quartzite (Fold Generation 
2 in 'rable 1) is a group of recumbent folds. These are found only in the 
northern part of the nappe, coincident with the distribution of lineated 
quartzite. The size and style of the folds is related to the lithology of 
the quartzite in which th$Y ·occur •. in the middle part of the formation, 
i.e., the medium-bedded blocky sandstone, the folds range from 1m to 15m 
in amplitude and are tigqt to isoclinal in profile (Fig. 40), whereas in 
the laminated fine-grained upper beds an~ the poorly bedded schistose 
lower beds ~he folds are only a few centimetres in amplitude and are 
invariably isoclinal. The axes of all observed recumbent folds are plotted 
in Figure 39d, and the poles to axial planes are plotted in Figure 3ge. 
Most of the folds plunge north-northeast at about 100 , but there is a 
considerable spread among the trends, and some folds with east-northeast 
axes were observed in the White Range. Figure 3ge demonstrates the 
recumbent attitude of the folds, and the ooincidence of the ~imum in 
this diagram with that of the poles to foliation (Fig. 39a) confirms the 
field observation that the foliation is paralle~ to the axial-plane of the 
folds. 

Baudins and Mullions 

Associated with the recumbent. folds are numerous boudins and 
mullions. The limbs of the recumbent folds in the upper beds of the 
recumbent folds in the upper beds of the quartzite are commonly torn apart 
into boudins, and the noses of the folds form mullions parallel to the 
boudins. The boudins and lIIullions lie in the foliation plane of the quartzite, 
but their trends differ by up to 300 from the general north-northeast trend 
of the lineation. In the southern part of the White Range, pinch-and-swell 
structures in quartzite veins and beds have east-west trending axes, and the 
lineation in these areas is folded by the swellings. 

(iii) Upright Folds 

The third set of folds in the Heavitree Quartzite (Fold Generation 
3 in Table 1) is a group of east-west trending upright [olds. These fold 
the foliation, lineation, and recumbent. folds in the.quartzite, and are found. 
only in the northern part of the nappe. As in the case of the recumbent 
folds, the size and style of the upright folds is related. to lithology. folds 
in the middle beds are open and concentric,.wlth amplitudes and wavelengths 
of several metres (Fig. 41), whereas folds in the upper beds are tight to 
isoolinal, ooncentric to disharmoniC, and range up to i m in amplitude (Fig. 
42). Upright folds are rare in the basal beds, and their place is generally 
taken by kink banda (Fig. 43). No cleavage was observed in the upright folded 
rocks. . 

The orientations of the axes of the upright folds are plotted in 
Figure 39f, and the poles to their axial planes in Figure 39g. It is 
apparent that the folds form two sets whioh are symmetrically disposed with 
respect to the north-northeast trend of the foliation pi-axis ( 1, in 
Figure 39a) and lineation maximum (Fig. 39c) in the Heavitree ~artzite. 



Kink Bands 

Kink bands are common in the Heavi tree Quartz! te, and are 
found only in the northern part of the nappe. They occUr mostly in 
the basal schistose beds of the quartzite. There are two sets of 
kink bands, one set strikes east-west and dips vertically or steeply 

. south, the other set strikes north-south and dips vertically. The 
east/west bands are generally about 10 cm thick, and some show curvature 
of the margins which in places grades into folds {Fig. 43). The north/ 
south bands are only about 6 mm thick, and are not as common as the east/ 
west set. At one locality .the two sets of bands were observed curving 
into each other. 

Poles ·to all observed kink bands are plotted' in Figure 39h, and 
the similarity in . orientation of the east/west bands to one of the sets 

·of east/west upright folds is eviden~. 

PETROG.ttAPHIC 'I'EXTUID;S 

!nthe basement rocks of the southern part of the Wbite Range 
Nappe, micros~opic deformational structures are ubiquitous, but .the 
overall effect on the rock is slight and the total strain is no more 
than a few percent. Qwartz in all the basement rocks shows marked 
undulatory extinction, deformation lamellae (Fig. 33), and kink baads, 
and the effects show a progressive increase in intensity with distance 
northwards across the nappe. Plagioolase (where not replaced by sericite) 
is commonly cracked and broken, and some grains are bent and kinked as 
well, microcline shows similar effects. Micas are considerably bent and 
kinked in some areas, but . soarcely affected in others. ~be other minerals 
in the southern part of the nappe show little or no strain effects. 

In the northern part of the nappe, almost all the strain is 
recorded in quartz and feldspar. Quartz forms elongate aggregates of 
small polygonal grains which are generally equant and free of strain 
(Fig. 35). Plagioclase is broken into subangular fragments which are 
markedly displaced from their original positions, the fragments themselves 
are free of strain because they have recrystallized to albite (Fig. 35). 
Microcline is almo much breCCiated, and the fragments are intensely and 
unevenly twinned. Micas, in contrast to those in the southern area, show 
relatively mild kinking and bending, the laths of white mica inside albite 
orystals are unstrained and randomly oriented and apparently are uninfluenced 
by the cleavage in the albite (Fig. 35). Epidote and clinozoisite show no 
strain efrects. Hornblende shows undulatory extinction at one locality, 
but generally it is undeformed. Garnet is cracked, but notunuaually so. 

HEAVITBEE QUARTZITE 

Microscopic deformation in the autochthonous Heavitree Qwartzite 
is very slight. Specimen 165* from 3 km northwest of Hillsoak Bore shows 
slight cracking of the grains, specimen 281 from the northern part of the 

*Specimen localities are shown in Figure 57. 
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Fig. 40 . Recumbent f ol d i n middl e beds of Heavitr ee 
Quartzi te i n s outhern part of White Range. 
Fold axi s t rends eas t - northeas t away to 
obser ver ' s r i ght . 8 km southeast of 
Arl tunga. 

Fig. 41 . Late upright fold in middle beds of Heavitree 
Quartzite in range on northern side of Paddys 
Hole Plai n . Looking southeast along axis. 
5 km southwest of Aricunga. 
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]'ig. 42. Late upright folds in upper beds of Heavitree 
Quartzite, looking northwest up axes. 5* km 
southwest of White Dam. 

Fig. 43. South-dipping kink bands grading to folds in 
lower beds of Heavitree Quartzite in range on 
northern side of Paddys Hole Plain. 8 km 
west-southwest of Arltunga. 
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autochthon shows abundant cracks together with displacement of the fragmentsp 
and thess ars assooiatsd with thin bands (up to ! mm wide) of fine-grained 
xsnoblastic quartz (Figo 44)0 Undulatory extinctionp kink bands p and 
deformation lamellae are also commonp though the grains show no measurable 
change of shapso 

All the quartzite specimens from the southern part of the nappe 
are strained p but generally the amount of strain is too small to measureo 
Undulatory extinotion is ubiquitous p and commonly forms diffuse kink bands p 
whioh in ~ grains are arranged in two perpendicular sets p both parallel 
to ths c~axisp so that basal sections show a diffuse cheokerboard extinction 
pattern (Figo 45)0 Deformation lamellas are abundant (Figo 46)0 Incipient 
reorystallization is also visible in thess rooksB aggregates of tiny 
xenoblastic quartz orystals form thin bands in the rook o and also occur at 
the margins of large grains (Figo 46) and along kink band boundarieso Tha 
quartzite from direotly north of Hillsoak Bore (specimen 161) shows 
psrosptibls change of shape of the grains o and fine-grained xenoblastio 
quartz constitutes about 17% of the rook~ in other respects the quartzite 
h~x:,s J.~!j,gd)~.,t~tbat __ along"_the, southern edge -of~ the nappeO -" -- ,~- -- " 

In the northern part of the nappep the Heavitree QQartzite is 
considerably deformed and metamorphosed p and the amount of deformation 
inoreasss north\llards (Figgo 41 p 48 0 49 0 50p 51)0 The quartz grains becoms 
inorsasingly elongated north/south and p with one exceptionp east/west p and 
are simultaneously more flattened vertically. Deformation lamellae are 
present in the ranges of the southern side of Paddys Hole Plain p but are 
absent farther northo Undulatory extinction increases in intensity north
wards (Figso 410 48)p and forms sharply defined kink bands which tend to 
lie in the foliation plane of the quartzite (Figo 49)~ many are prismatio 
rather than tabular in shapeo Paddle~shaped discs of undeformed quartz up 
to 20 x 10 x 2 mm in size and with le~hgthickness ratios far greater than 
those of the surrounding grains are present in the quartzite (F1gso 49 p 50)0 
the c~axes of these paddle-shaped grains are all \lIithout exception oriented 
Qast/~est~ Fine~grained xenoblastio q~tz around the large grains inorease~ 
steadily northwards both in grain~size and amount (forming up to 85% of the 
rookS Figo 51)p and spreads into the interiors of grains along kink band 
boundarisB~ in the northernmost parts of the nappe the formation of the 
fine- grained quartz is preceded by polygonization of the large grains (Figo 

50)0 

PETROFABRIC ANALYSIS 

The orientation of the c~axes in quartz of the basement rooks 
and Heavitree ~tzite ~as measured in order to investigate the symmetry 
relation between the miorofabrio of the rocks and the macrosoopic and 
mesosoopio structures of the nappeo Two vertical thin sections were cut 
from eaoh oriented specimenp one striking north/southo the other east/west. 
Measurements were made on 100 grains per section (except where 9the~ise 
noted in the Figure captions)p then rotated out of the vertical into a 
single horizontal point diagram which ~ae contoured by the Schmidt methodo 

I'l( 



BASEMENT ROCKS 

The results of the analysis on the basement rocks in the 
southern part of the nappe are shown in Figure 52. The diagrams show 
numerous small weak maxima which are nearly randomly distributed. In 
the northern part of the nappe the diagrams show weak crossed girdles 
which are oriented symmetrically across the trend of the lineation in 
this area, together with two maxima near the intersection of the girdles. 
The crossed girdles of c-axes are given by large strained quartz grains 
(Figs. 52C, '52D) and by small polygonal quartz grains (Figs. 52E, 52F). 

HEAVITREE Q.UARTZITE 

The orientation of the c-axes in large quartz grains was 
measured in 15 oriented specimens of Heavitree Quartzite, and the results 
are shown in Figures 53, 54 and 55. As expected, the c-axes in the 
autochthon and in the southern part of the nappe are randomly distributed. 
In the specimens from the northern part of the nappe, where the grains 
are appreciablld~lQ~ed,~ ~:tbe diagrams ,show ~weakcrossed girdles '"oriented .' 
'sJnmnetrIoaliy across the trend of the lineation, plus, double maxima near 
the intersection of the girdles (Fig. 56). The symmetry of the fabrics 
is orthorhombic, and the orientation of the symmetry axes is constant 
throughout the area. 

The orientation of the c-axes in 400 of the small polygonal 
quartz grains outside the boundaries of the large grains was measured 
in each of three specimens of quartzite from the northernmost part of 
the nappe, and the results are shown in Figures 55D, 55E and 55F. The 
diagrams show weak cleft girdles with double maxima in the foliation plane, 
and have the same approximately orthorhombio symmetry and orientation as 
the diagrams for the large quartz grains. 

STRAI~ ESTIMA'tmS 

BASEMENT ROCKS 

The basement rocks of the White Range ~appe were not observed 
to contain objects of known original shape, and so strain measurements 
were not attempted. Similarly, the absenoe of undeformed rccks precludes 
the estima~ion of strain from the elongation of mineral aggregates in the 
mylonitic rocks. 'ibe general appearance of the basement rooks suggests 
that they have undergone about the same amount of deformation as the cover. 
Along the northern sides of White Range, the range on the northern side 
of Paddys Bole Plain, and the quartzite ridge in the northwestern part of 
the nappe, the SChistosity of the basement rooks deoreases in intensity 
aW&1 from the oontact with the Heavitree Qwartzite. 

HEAVITREE 9,UARTZlTE 

As described in the section on Petrcgraphic Textures, the well 
rounded and equant (though non-spherical) quartz grains of the Beavitree 
Qgartzite have been deformed into ellipsoids, and this allcws a rough 
estimate to be made of the strain in the rook. 
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Fig . 44. Photomicrograph of aut ochthonous Heavitree 
Quartzite (sp. 281) fr om 6% km s outh-south
west of White Dam, showing quartz grains with 
cracks , inclusions, and offsets in fracture 
zone where recrystallization (small grains) 
has occurred. Crossed nicols. Length of 
f ield = 2 mm . 

Fig. 45. Photomicrograph of Heavitree Quar tzite (sp . 
133) from southern edge of nappe, 6% km east 
of Bi t ter Springs, showi ng 'checkerboard' 
extinction in quartz grains cut para l l el t o 
base , representing cross-sections of diffuse 
prismatic kink bands parallel to c-axis. 
Crossed nicols. Length of field = 2 mm . 
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Fig . 46. 

Fig. 47. 

Photomicrograph of bi modal sandstone in Heavitree 
Quartzite (sp. 143 ) from southern edge of nappe 
(eastern end), 12~ km south-southwest of 
Arltunga, showing deformation lamellae (thin 
vertical bands) and kink bands (broad horizontal 
bands) in central grain, and very small amount of 
recrystallized quartz indicated by frayed margins 
of this grain (lower edge) and grains in upper 
corners. Crossed nicols. Length of field = 2 mm. 

Photomicrograph of Heavitr ee Quartzi t e ( sp. 158) 
from range on southern side of Paddys Hole 
Plain, 9 km east of Hill s oak Bore, showing 
slight elongation of gr ai ns, undulatory 
extinction, and small amount of very fine-grained 
xenoblastic quartz between large grains. Vertical 
east/west thin section. Crossed nicols. Length 
of field = 2~mm. 
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Fig. 48 . Photomicrograph of Heavitree Quartzite (sp. 208) 
from western end of range on southern side of 
Paddys Hole Plain, 8% km south-southwest of 
Arltunga , showing large de£ormed quartz grains 
( s ome broken) with undulatory extinction and kink 
bands, surrounded by fine-grained xenoblastic quartz, 
slightly coarser-grained than in Figure 47. Vertical 
north/sout h thin section . Crossed nicols. Length 
of f ield = 2% mm . 

Fig. 49 . Photomicrograph of Heavitree Quartzite (sp. 213) 
from eastern end of range of southern side of 
Paddys Hole Plain, 5% ~n south- southeast of 
Arltunga, showing deformed quartz grains with 
serrate margins and kink bands (parallel to 
schistosity), large elongate quartz grain (part 
of paddle- shaped disc) at top, and fine-grained 
xenoblastic quartz, slightly coarser- gra1ned 
than in Figure 48. Vertical north/south thin 
section . Crossed nicols . Length of field = ~h mm. 
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Fig. 50. Photomicrograph of Heavitree Quartzite" (sp. 255) 
from southern part of White Range, 8 km south-east 
of Arltunga showing polygonization of large elongate 
grains ( in rectangle), and increased recrystallization 
of surrounding rock; small grains are now polygonal, 
of larger size than in Figures 48 and 49, and markedly 
misoriented from each other (in contrast to parts of 
large grains undergoing polygonization, where degree 
of misorientation is still small). Vertical north
south thin section. Crossed nicols. Length of 
field = 21/2 mm. 

Fig. 51 . Photomicrograph of Heavitree ~uartzite (sp. 278) 
from northwestern part of nappe, 5 km southwest 
of White Dam, showing advanced stage of recryst 
allization; small grains are at their largest, 
most abun~ant, and most polygonal for the area. 
Vert ical north-south thin section. Crossed 
nicols. Length of field = 21h mm. 
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FIg. 52. Equal-area proJectlolllJ (lower hemisphere) of quartz C-BnIJ of basement 
rocks of White Range Nappe. All diagrams have 200 points, and contours 
at ". 1. 2, 3. 4%. .... per 1 % area. ,. 

Southern Part of Nappe 

A. Adamellite dyke-rock 8 tm east of Billsoak Bore. Maximum concentrat1.on fa 4% 
B. Quartz-rich biotite gneiss. 8" km east-southeast of Hll1soak Bore. MaJdmum 

concentration • 4% . 

Northern Part of Nappe 

C. Metamorphosed tonalite, 3 km west of Arltunga. Quartz forms large strained 
grains. MaJdmum concentration" 8% 

D. Quartz-ricb biotite gneiSS, 3 tm south of Gtdyea Bore. O-!artz forms large 
strained grains. Maximum· concentration = 3% . 

E. Metamorphosed granodiorite, 3 km west of' Arltunga. O-!artz forms small 
polygonal grains. Maximum concentration .. 8% 

F. Metamorphosed tonalite. 4 tm northeast of Arltunga. Quartz forms small 
polygonal grains. Maztmum concentration. 8%. · . 

To o~compQn, R.cord · 1911/66 
, 

F 53/AI4/145 
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Fig. 53. Equal-area projections (lower hemisphere) of c-ues of large quartz 
grains In Heavltree Quartzite. All diagrams have 200 points. and contours 
at ". 1. 2. 3%, ...• per 1% area. " 

A. Specimen 129 from southern edge of nappe. 5 km east-southeast of Bitter 
Springs. MaxImum concentration = 3%. . 

B. Specimen 133 from southern edge of nappe. 6" km east of Bitter Springs. 
MaxImum concentration = 3%. 

c. Specimen 135 from southern edge of nappe. 13 km east of Bitter Springs. 
Mulmum concentration '16%. 

D. Sp~clmen 143 from southern edge of nappe. 1~ km south-southwest of 
Arltunga. MaxImum concentration" 5%. 

E. Specimen 165 from autochthon, 3 km northwest of Hillsoak Bore. MaxImum 
concentration " 4%. 

F. Specimen 167 from western side of nappe. 1" km north 01 Hillsoak Bore. 
MaxImum, concentration" 4%. . 

To Occolllllon)' .ReCord 1971/66 
F!!3/AI4/146 
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Fig. 54. Eqw.al-area projections (lower hemlaphere) of c-uea of large quartz 
grains In Heavltree Quartzite (contlnuedh An diagrams have 200 points, 
and.contours at ", 1, 2, 3%, .•. , per 1 % area. 

A. Specimen 158 from range on southern side of Paddys Hole Plain, 9 km east 
of Hillsoak Bore. Maximum concentration = 4%. 

B. Specimen 208 from range on southern side of Paddys Hole P,la.ln, 8" km , . ' 
·south-southwest of Arltunga. MaxImum concentration :i '4%, " 

C. Specimen 213 from eastern end of ra,nge on s~the:t;n: slde . of Paddys ,Hole 
Plain, 5" km south-southeast .of. Arl~ga:. Maxhnum '(!oncentratloli = ~:. ' 

D. Specimen 220 fro Ill. !loJ1hern Part' of ~lte,.~i;6~. kin east-southeaSt ' 
of Arltunga. MaxImum. concentratton·";"6%. . . 

E, Specimen 255 from"s<Nthern part of white Range, 8 km southeast of 
. Arltunga. MaxImum concentration .. 6%. . 

F. SpeCimen 191 from range on northern side of Paddys Hole Plain, 9 km 
west-southwest i:4 Arltunga. MaxImum concentration. 4%. 

To occompon1 RIoord 1911/1)6 F55/AI4/147 
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Fig. 55. Equal-area projection (lower heml8phere) of c-ue8 of quartz grains 
In Heavltree ~artzlte . A. B. and C: large quartz grains. diagrams 
have 200 polnts.and contours at ". 1. 2. 3% •...• per 1 % area. D. E. and 
F ; small polygonal quartz gra·lns. diagrams have 400 points and contour8 
at'" 1.2 •. 3%, . ..• per 1% area. 

A. Specimen 193 from range on northern 8ide of Paddys Hole Plain. 5 km southwest 
of.Arltunga. Maximum concentration D 6%. . 

B. Specimen 261 from autocbthon .1n northwestern part of area; 6" km southwest 
of White Dam. MaJrimum concentration = 4%. 

C. Specimen 278 from northwestern part of nappe, 5 km southwest of White Dam. 
Maximum concentration c 4%. 

D. Specimen 193; maximum concentration D 4%. 
E. Specimen 220; maximum concentration" 3%. 
F. Specimen 255; maximum concentration D 4%. 

To !,ccolllpon), Record 1971/66 F !l3/A 14/148 
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Fig. 56. (a) Perspective sketch of block of foliated and lineated Heavitree 
Quartzite, showing orientation of crossed girdles of quartz 
c-axes and maxima near intersection of girdles, and relation 
of these to macroscopic structure of western part of White 
Range Nappe (b). Geographic orientation of both diagrams the 
same. Orientations of principal stresses ( (J l' (J 2' and (J 3) 
also shown. Full explanation in text. 

To occompony Record 1911/66 F 53/A 14/149 
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Throughout the greater part of the southernmost ridge of 
quartzite the quartz grains'show no perceptible change of shape, but 
at the eastern end ot the ridge (specimen 143) there is a faint suggestion 
of deformation visible in thin section (Fig. 36), and the method of 
Dunnet (1969) was used to try and measure this. The results of the 
analysis (presented in detail in Stewart, 1911b) indicate that the range 
of initial shapes of the grains exceeds the maximum estimated strain 
ratio, and so the existance of tectonic deformation is not proved, the 
apparent strain could be the result of an initial preferred orientation 
that formed during deposition. 

The method of Cloos (1947) was used to estimate strain in the 
northern part of the nappe, except that logarithmio means of the axial 
ratios of the grains were used instead of Cloos' arithmetio means. The 
results of the analysis are shown in Figures 57, 58, and 59. It can be 
seen that there is a fairly steady increase (0 to 71%) in the amount ot 
north/south elongation of the grains, and a similar increase (0 to 53%) 
in t~e vertical shortening. As expected, the east/west elongation of the 
~ains~~is .. ~oh .. less".~ than. the =north/ south .. elongation_ a t .-.the .. ,same ~looality,. 
and it appears to reach a maximum at about 25 or 30%. In the northwestern 
part of the nappe the east/west elongation is negative, i.e. shortening 
ooourred, and the grains are rod-shaped. 

The undeformed quartz grains in the Heavi tree Quartz! te are 
aot spherioal, and the strain estimates obtained by the Cloos method 
oannot be regarded as aocurate. Taken overall, however, the differenoes 
between the estimated amounts of strain from speoimen to speoimen ~ 
not be too inaoourate. 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

GEOMETRIC RELATION BETWEEN MACROSCOPIC STRUCTURE, MESOSCOPIC STRUCTURES, 

AND MICROSCOPIC FABRIC IN WHITE RANGE NAPPE 

The macroscopic axes and symmetry planes of the White Range 
Nappe trend west-southwest/east-southeast (or perpendicular to this 
direction), and the overall symmetry of the nappe is essentially orthorhombic. 
The synoptic diagrams of Figures 3SA-D show that the various mesoscopic 
structural elements in the basement rocks of the southern part of the nappe 
are geometrically unrelated to the macroscopic structure, in that all the 
trends but one are northwest/southeast, and the exception, -the east-trending 
pi-axis in Figure 3SA, has a much steeper plunge than the B-axis of the 
nappe. In contrast, in the northern part of the nappe (Figs. 38E-H) the 
trend of the mesoscopio structures is uniformly north-northeast, i.e., 
perpendicular to the maoroscopio B-axis of the nappe, and the symmej;~ ~o: 

.. the.,mesoscopio -o fabric is' orthorhombic. · '~ ·~· · ··~ -··'·' · - '" · · 0- - .~ ." ... -.~ .. '- - -- - - -

A similar relation to that noted for the basement rocks exists in 
the Heavitree QuartZite, penetrative mesoscopic structures are absent in 
the southern part of the nappe, but are prominent in the northern area, and 
their trends here are north-northeast (Figs. 39A-Hh further, the late 
upright folds and kink bands are symmetrically disposed around this direction. 
Again, the symmetry of the mesoscopic fabric is orthorhombic. 

In the microfabrics of both basement rocks (Fig. 52) and Heavitree 
Quartzite (Figs. ", 54, and ,,) we find a simll:aw: relation, quartz c-axes 
are randomly oriented in the southern part of the nappe, but form orossed 
girdles or oleft girdles with a constant orientation throughout the 
northern area. The symmetry of the miorofabric in -both basement and quartzite 
is in detail triclinic but approximately orthorhombic, and is thus essentially 
homotaotio with the mesoscopio fabrio and' macrosoopio struoture of the nappe 
(Fig. 56). 

The overall oonsistency in symmetry and orientation of ~he three 
sets of structures in the northern part of the nappe indicates that they 
all formed during the same deformational episode, and also that basement 
and oover ~eformed together as a single teotonio unit. 

INTERPRETATION OF MICROFABRIC 

Directions of Prinoipal Compressive Stresses 

The pattern of quartz o-axes found in both basement and 
Heavitree ~tzite, namely, two orossed girdles whioh interseot in or 
near the plane of the foliation -and at right angles to the lineation, 
aooompanied by one or two pronounoed maxima near the intersection of the 
girdles, is one of the commonest found in quartz-bearing tectonites. The 
long-held supposition that~1 (the maximum principal compressive stress) 
symmetrically biseots the crossed girdles (Fig. 56) was confirmed by 
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Fig. 57. Map of western part of Arltunga Nappe Complex, showing p~rcentage 
elongation in north/south direction of deformed quartz grains in 
Heavitree Quartzite. 
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Fig. 58. Map of western part of Arltunga Nappe Complex, showi.ng percentage 
vertical shortening of deformed quartz grains in Heavitree Quartzite. 
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Fig. 59. Map of western part of Arltunga Nappe Complex, showing percentage 
elongation in east/west direction of deformed quartz grains in 
Heavitree Quartzite. Parentheses enclose specimen numbers. 
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Sylvester & christie (1968) in a study of deformed quartzites in 
Ca1iforniao ~here the flattening direction was indicated by boudins and 
distorted fossi1so If this case is generally app1icab1e o then it appears 
that the basement and Heavitree Quartzite in the White Range Nappe deformed 
by shortening (flattening) of the rocks in a direction parallel to u 10 
accompanied by elongation (spreading) at right angles to this directionp 

thus forming the foliation and lineation in the rocks (the lineation being 
the direction of maximum e10ngation)0 

The orientation of stress directions deduced from an analysis 
of quartz deformation lamellae in the southern portion of the northern part 
of the nappe (Stewart o 1911b) is in agreement ~ith that derived trom the 
crossed girdles of c~axeso In additiono it indicates that~2 was oriented 
east/~est in the plane of the fo1iationo withq~ north/southo coincident 
~ith the lineation in the rockso In the southern part of the nappe the 
analysis suggests that the prinCipal compressive stresses ~ere approximately 

. equal in m8.gn1tudeo Histograms (figured in Stewart o 1911 b) in which the 
angle between the c~axis and the pole to lamellae in the same grain is 
plotted against frequency (in per cent) have pronounced maxima in the 100 
t_()~" ~9~ ~ang_eo~ ~l]l!o~UIlg. ~hat. most~ of~ the~visibl~Llamellaeare~sub-basalo~ 

Origin of Crossed~Girdle Orientation of Quartz C~Axes 

One of the mechanisms by ~hich randomly oriented lattices of 
cr.ystal aggregates acquire a preferred orientation during deformation is 
syntectonic recrystallization (Sylvester & Christiep 19688 Ave v Lallement 
& Cartero 1910)0 Another mechanism is intragranular flow (slip and twinning)o 
provided that enough independent sli~ systems are present to keep grain 
boundaries together (von Misesp 1928)0 In an earlier aocount of the area p 

1 thought that syntectonio recrystallization had been the only orienting 
meohanism in the White Range Nappe (~tewarto 1911b)o as it appeared that 
only one slip meohanismo sub-basal slipo had operated in these rocksp and 
this mechanism moves the quartz O~axiB to~ards u 1 p not away from it {Figo 
56)0 Ho'ttevero it is possible that there are several other slip systems in 
the quartE that are not visible under the petrographio microscope, and 80 
intragranular flow may have been an important deforming and orienting 
mechanism (Go Listero AoNoUo o perso oommo}o 

In the Heavitree Quartzite on the southern side of Paddys Hole 
Plainp the quartz grains are appreciably flattened and their o-axes weakly 
oriented 0 but they do not appear to be recrystallized (except at their 
edges)B they probably achieved their deformed state and weak preferred 
lattice orientation by intragranular flowo and there is abundant evidence 
of slip in these grains (Figso 46 0 410 and 48)0 In the northern part of 
the nappeo the deformed quartz grains show clear evidence of recrystallizationo 
and this ~as probably the important deforming and lattice orienting mechanism 
in this area o In additiono both deformation and the degree of preferred 
orientation are considerably gr~ater in the northern area comp~ed to the 
southern areao and so it appears that in the White Range Nappe as a whole. 
syntectonic recrystallization ~as the most effective deforming and orienting 
mechanism8 in the southern part of the nappep conditions were coolero and 
the principal deforming and orienting mechanism was the less effective one 
of intragranular f10wo 



The various thin sections of Heavitree Quartzite taken from 
south to north-across the White Range Nappe provide a series of 'snapshots' 
of the steps in the deformation process o particularly syntectonio 
reorystallizationo The steps appear to have been the followingl 

10 Before deformationo the rock consisted of an aggregate of quartz 
grains with random orientation of the c~axes (Figo 45)0 

20 Deformation took pleace by intragranular flowo forming undulatory 
extinctiono 4eformation lamellae o and kink bands (Figso 46 0 470 and 48)0 
This was the principal deforming mechanism in the southern part of the 
nappe 0 and }O to 40% vertical shortening (with corresponding north~south 
and east~west elongations) was achievedo 

30 Diffusion (loeo o dislocation motion) begano as evidenced by the 
serrate grain boundaries and kink band boundaries (Figo 49)0 In the 
southern area this step was followed by a limited amount of growth and 
spread of very fine~grained quartz from these sites into the interiors 
ot the large deformed grainso In the northern areao the intial dislocatio~ 
motlon-'was=i'ollowed -by polygonlzatlon~ o.f' ··the ·large . grains into,"a"- mass "-ot·~ 
aubg.rains uhich are slightly misoriented from eaoh other (Figo 50)0 TheSG 
subgr&ins are considerably larger than the tiny grains of the very fin&=> 
grained quartz in the southern areao 

40 Reorystallization then ensued in the northern part of the nappe by 
grouth (enlargement) (Figo 51) of those subgrains with the most stably 
oriented lattices g whioh in thls area was apparently those whose o~axem _ 
had the largest east/~est directional oomponento These grains grew at th~ 
expense of those with untavourably oriented c~axesg and the end produot 
is an aggregate of grains comparable in size to the original grains and in 
which the o=axes are now preferentially oriented in an east/west direotioDo 
It is presumably the solutionp diffusiong and precipitation of material 
trom unfavourable to favourable sites which gradually accomplishes the 
change in shape of the original grainso , 

50 The oycle then repeats o involving the various steps of intragranular 
flo\1 o suturingo polygonizationo andssleotive grain growtho 

We thus end up with an aggregate of grains in which the degree or 
preferred orientation of the lattices can be quite pronouncedo l~e large 
paddle-shaped grains of quartz (Figo 49) may have formed by successive 
aocumulations of quartz on to those grains whose c-axes were oriented 
oast/~est from the starto 

RELATION BETWEEN SOUTHERN AND NORTHERN PARTS OF WHITE RANGE NAPPE 

The differences between the southern and northern parts of thQ 
\:Jhi te Range Nappe can be summarized as follows 8 

Southam ~sement Rooks 

10 Mesosoopio structures not related to macroscopiC struotureo 
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Miorosoopic deformation slight, microtabrio random. 

Retrogressive metamorphism slight, i.e., patchy in extent 
and low in grade. 

K-Ar dates all Carpentarian. 

Northern Basement Rocks 

1. 

2. 

Mesoscopic structures homotaotio with maoroscopic struoture. 

Microscopio deformation oonsiderab1e, microfabric homotactic 
with mesoscopic and macrosoopic structures. 

Retrogressive metamorphism ubiquitous, and higher in grade. 

Most K-Ar dates re-set, white micas are Silurian to Carboniferous, 
biotites range from Carpentarian to Carboniferous, hornb1endes 
are Carpentarian or older. 

Southern Heavitree Quartzite 

t. ~ .. 

2~ 

'. No -penetra t1ve ·~mesoscop1o - struc turesr~ brecciat1on= common~~-= 

Microscopic deformation slight, microfabric random. 

Progressive metamorphism (recrystallization) just discernible. 

No K-Ar dates determined. 

Northern Heavitree Quartzite 

1. Mesoscopic struotures homotactic with ,macroscopic structure. 

2. Microscopic deformation oonsiderab1e, microfabric homotactic 
with mesoscopio and macroscopio structures, and with corresponding 
structures in basement. ' 

,. Recrystallization considerab1e~ 

4. K-Ar dates Carboniferous 

The fundamental phenomenon indicated by all these changes is an 
increase in temperature from south to north across the nappe, and' approximate 
'calibration points' are given by the greenschist facies assemblages. namely, 
about 2500C in the south and ~50oC in the north. The transition between the 
two ditfer'ent parts of the nappe is inferred to be near the pod tion shown 
in Figure 31. 

The relationship between metamorphism and deformation during 
emplaoement of the White Range Nappe is not easy -to determine, to put it 
conoise1y, did the deformation cause the retrogressive metamorphism, or did 
the metamorphism allow the deformation to take place? To put it another 
way, what caused the rise in temperature of the rocks in the northern part 
ot the nappe? Two pcssible heat sources suggest themselves. namely, a rise 
in the geothermal gradient, or the heat produced by the mechanical work ' 
done during the penetrative deformation of the rocks. Though some writers 
(Ambrose, 1936 & De Lury, 1944) have maintained that the latter can cause 
regional metamorphism, it is not generally held to be the case (Goguel, 1948, 
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Turner & Verhoogen, 1960), most geologists preferring to believe that 
some sort of upsurge of heat is the prime cause of metamorphism (F,yfe, 
Turner and Verhoogen, 1958, Sutton, 1965, Winkler, 1961). The root 
of the White Range Nappe is located in a belt of rocks whioh have been 
retrogressed to greenschist facies assemblages, and this retrograde belt 
extends east and west far beyond the limits of the Arltunga Nappe Complex 
(Forman and Shaw, 1911). It has been suggested that the belt of retro
gressed rock is ~he expression of a 'deformed zone that dips northward 
through the crust into the mantle' (Forman, 1971), and the nappe is 
envisaged as forming in this deformed zone durin~ overthrusting of the 
crust and mantle from north to south (relatively). It might be argued 
that the linear character of the retrogressed zone supports the notion 
that deformation during overthrusting caused the retrogression, but that 
this is not so is indicated by the situation in the autochthonous rocks 
west of the White Range Nappe, and in the basement rocks in the southern 
part of the ~appe. Here, the rocks underwent retrogression during the 
Middle Palaeozoic (probably, the argument depends on the assertion that 
the Early Palaeozoio age (534 and 596 m.y.) of sericite in this area is 
caused by exoess argon in what is actually Middle Palaeozoic sericite -
see __ a:tJov~), c 12u~~~y ~ sbo.w ",no~ mesosoopic~ struc,tures"· thatcan·~be related'~ , - ,-

-'or attributed to the Alioe Springs Orogeny. Thus, there are areas in 
this linear retrogressed zone whioh have not undergone deformation while 
they were being retrogressed, and so the retrogression could not have been 
caused by deformation in these areas. 

A similar conclusion oan be reached by considering the sequence 
of events during the emplacement of the White Range Nappe. The argument 
depends on putting the emplacement (by sliding) of the Giles Creek Synform 
late in the sequence of events, which is not ho~ Forman (1971, and Fig. 4 
in this report) shows it. However, the basement rocks of the G~les Creek 
Synform are substantially ·more . retrograded than the rocks in the southern 
part of the western lobe of the White Range Nappe, and this indicates to 
me that the rooks of the Giles Creek Synform spent more time in the warm 
root zone of the nappe complex than did the rocks of the western lobe. 
Henoe; they moved out of the root zone and formed the Giles Creek Synform 
at some time later than the emplaoement of the western lobe. If this 
emplaoement history is accepted, then the entire sequenoe of events comprises 
essentially a period of early thrust-faulting (sliding), then a period of 
penetrative deformation, then a final period of sliding again. This 
sequence ~uggests that the rooks underwent a rise and fall in temperature, 
the reBpon~e of the rocks changing as the temperature changed. If the 
mechanical work done by the moving rocks were the cause of the heat that 
oaused the retrograde metamorphism, then we might expect the highest . 
temperatures and most duotile deformation to persist until the end of the 
emplaoement, rather than being confined to the middle of the emplacement, 
as appears to be the oase. Conversely, if the rocks had never been warmed 
up, we might expect the nappes to have been emplaced entirely as thrust 
nappes, and show no region of SUbstantial penetrative deformation and 
retrogression. ' 
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Thus it appears that deformation was not neoessary for 
retrograde metamorphism of the rooks to start, though there is no doubt 
that deformation assisted in oompletion ot the prooess, the most 
retrogressed rooks are also the most detormed rooks. 

The problem remainsl what warmed the rooks that oonsequently 
retrogressed? One possibl1it,y might be the heat oontained in the deeper 
orustand ~tle.rook8 that were brought up t~ a higher level during the 
southward thrusting. A rough oalculation shows that, on a 'normal' 
geothermal gradient of 200 Clltm, granulite faoies rooks moving from " 
depth of 25 km (in Oarboniterous times) to a depth of 10 km would undergo 
a tall in temperature ot about 1500 0, while the oooler rooks below the 
t~·~.t would undergo a oorresponding rise in temperature. Other problems 
remain, however. It simply thrusting up the deeper, hotter rooks provided 
enough heat to oause retrogression, why are Oarboniferous nappes not 
present: all along the retrogressed zone? (Unless it is just that they have 
not been found). I am left with the feeling that the marked retrograde 
metamorphism, penetrative deformation, and existenoe of new mesosoopio 
strUotures in the northern part of the White Range Nappe indioate that 
that region is fundamentally different from the other parts of the nappe, 
and from the autoohthonous rocks west of the nappe. Though some may say 
that this is merely pushing the problem out ot sight, I believe'that this 
difterenoe was oaused by a rise in the geothermal gradient in that area. 

It this view is acoepted, then a possible sequenoe ot events 
that led to the emplaoement ot the western, lobe ot the White Range Nappe 
may have been as followsc 

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

1. In the later part ot Devonian time, retrogressive metamorphism 
began to affect part ot the deeper basement rooks below the northern part 
ot the Amadeus Basin. 

2. Movement of the nappe started at or about the end ot Devonian 
time, when the first and mildest effects of retrogression had reached the 
upper part of the basement. The nappe began as a gentle upwarp or antioline 
in the basement and Heavitree Quartzite, and was aooompanied by breooiation 
of pegmatite and quartzite plus a very small amount of miorosoopio 
deformation in all the rooks. Beoause the rooks were relatively 0001 
(oa. 2500 0), further movement took plaoe by sliding of the nappe along a 
fault (or tectonio slide) that slioed through the southern limb ot the 
antioline, thus emplacing the southern part of the nappe as a relatively 
rigid blook in whioh old structures, minerals, and K-Ar dates were preserved 
more or less intaot. 

~. The sliding accounted for about 20 per oent of the north/south 
displaoement of the nappe, and might have gone on to aocount for all of it, 
as in the Ruby Gap Nappe and th~ Blatherskite Nappe at Alioe Sp~ingB (stewart, 
1967). That it did not, and was instead sucoeeded by maorosoopio ~ecumbent 
folding, was because of the oontinued rise of the geotherms in the root zone 
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of the nappe, so that eventually the rocks beoame warm enough (c~ 350°0) 
to deform penetratively. Thus the northern part of the nappe was 
emplaced over the underlying Bitter Springs Formation as a large recumbent 
anticline of retrogressively metamorphosed basement and progressively 
metamorphosed Heavitree QQartzite. The penetrative deformation involved 
prinCipally the cataclasis of feldspar and syntectonic recrystallization 
of quartz, old mesoscopic structures in the basement were largely obliterated, 
and a new foliation and lineation formed in both basement and Heavitree 
QQartzite. As the southern part of the nappe became impeded by the mass ot 
Bitter Springs Formation squeezed out of the syncline below the nappe, it' 
was over-ridden by the warmer retrograding rocks of the northern part. The 
mass of quartzite and its acoompanying south-verging folds whioh crops out 
along the southern side of Paddys Hole Plain was emplaced at this stage, 
and represents part of the lower limb ot the nappe that was dragged up and 
folded by the continuing motion of the northern part of the nappe against 
the back of" the slower moving (or stationary) southern part. 

4. The origin of the north-northeast trending recumbent folds in the 
northern part of the nappe can probably be ascribed to the geometry of the 
conduit through whioh this part of the nappe flowed. As outlined earlier, 
the western lobe of the nappe oooupies a synformal depression between two 
domes. These" dome and basin struotures might be the result of later eastl 
west stress, but it seems at least equally likely to me that a structure 
as large as the White Range Nappe would have a non-cy1indrioa1 shape trom 
the start (cf. Fig. 3 in Forman, 1911). If so, then the western part of 
the nappe flowed along a channel between two antiforms or domes,- and these 
would to some extent prevent the nappe from spreading sideways (i.e. east/ 
west) as it flattened vertically, thus resulting in the formation of fold. 
(in this oase recumbent to1ds) with their axes more or less parallel to 
the direotion of t10w or ~eotonio transport. 

5. The emplacement ot the northern part of the nappe over the 
southern part caused the north-dipping, oross-cutting toliation in the 
quartzite on the southern sid. ot Paddys ,Hole Plain, and a1ao oaused the 
macroscopic boudinage of this quartzite and the mesosoopio boudinage in 
the White Range and the range on the north~rn side ot Paddys Hole Plain., 

6. The southward translation ot the nappe removed the rooks trom 
the warm region in the root zone, and so oooU,ng and stittening ot the 
rooks ens~ed and miorosoopic deformation ceased. Residual stresses 
oaused the, lat. upright tolding ot the Heavitree Qwartzite around east/west 
axial planes, and also the two seta ot kink banda. Final cooling waa 
aooompanied by the tilling ot oraoks with vein quartz, quartz-musoovite 
aggregates, and probably the auriterous reet. at White Range. 
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EPILOGUE 

The Arltunga Nappe Complex is an unusual struoture. 
Basement-oored nappes of this general type are usually found in cordilleran
type or collision-type mountain belts, where there has been extensive 
movement and interaction of lithospheric plates (Dewey & Bird, 1970). 
However, the evidence shows that the Arltunga Nappe Complex formed far 
inland trom the edge of the Australian continent, in a cratonio platform 
composed ot rocks that are very much older than the reconstituted 
tectonites ot the nappes, in Middle Palaeozoic time, when the nappes formed, 
the Arltunga area was separated by 1 000 km of Proterozoic rocks from the 
northern and . southern margins of the continent, by 2 000 km of Archaean 
and Proterozoic rocks from the western margin. So, there is no evidence 
that the Arltunga Nappe Complex formed at or near the edge of a continent 
that subsequently became inoorporated into the interior of a larger continent, 
after collision of the sort that may have oocurred along the Ural Mountaina 
in Russia, or along the Himal~a Mountains between India and Tibet. 

Other major differenoes between the Arltunga nappes and baseme~t~ 
cored ·nappes' elsewhere' in the 'world arel~' ',~ . '~ , "., ' , . '- ' . . ~. . .. ' 

1. Bri ttle fracture phenomena (thrust faulting, sliding, and 
brecciation), indioative of a low-temperature environment, predOminate 
over ductile mechanisms (folding, intragranular flow, and synteotonio 
recrystallization), indicative of a warmer environment. 

2. Regional metamorphism is patohy, local in extent, and ot very 
low grade. 

,. There is DO associated magmatio activity, neither voloanio nor 
plutonio. 

These phenomena can probably be ascribed to the tact that the 
Arltunga Nappes tormed within a cool and dry oratonio basement beneath a 
relatively thin sedimentary cover. The ultimate cause of the formation 
of the nappes ~ have been movements in ,the earth's mantle, but it so, 
the very large negative Bouguer graviv anomaly south of the Arltunga 
nappes suggests . that the movements, rather than involving subduotion of 
a 0001 lithospheric slab into a hot asthenosphere to a depth of several ' 
hundred kilometres, led 1Ast~ad to a general thickening of the continental 
crust, either by the pushing together of an 1mbric~te mass of thrust slioes, 
or by folding and flowage, or by some other meohanism. Deep seismio 
protiling of the orust-mantle boundary ~ help to elucidate this problem, 
and the Geophysical Section of the Bureau of Mineral Resources has this 
investigation on its programme. 
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Fold Western.part of 
generation White Range Nappe 

1 

2 

3 

4 

(J.L.Funk) 

. North-south sliding 

_~iR~a 't!_~ Qn.c~im~~y i.pgf olding 
episode possibly associated 
with. continued sliding 

. North-south reclined folds 
with northerly dipping axial 
pl~n schistosity •. 

East-west folds inclined 
(south-verging) to upright 

East-west upright folds 
and crenulations (late, 
minor) . 

Kink bands concentric folds, 
broad-warps tension gashes 
(post-dates thrusting) 

TABLE 1 - SEQ,UENCE OF DEFORMATION 

Central·part of 
White Range Nappe 
(A.J.Stewart) 

.. . 

North~south sliding 

Eas t~west,.~south-vergingc >

folds, associated with 
north-south sliding 

North-south reclined and 
recumbent f.olds with northerly 
dipping axial plane schistosity. 

North-south. sliding (Giles 
Creek Synform) 

'East-west' upright folds (2 
sets) and kink folds, and 
east-west kink bands 

North-south kink bands 

Upper Part of 
Ruby Gap.Nappe 
(M.Yar Khan) 

North-south reclined and 
recumbent folds with northerly 
dipping axial-plane 
schistosity 

East-west upright to south
verging folds' andrel~ted 
·large macroscopic fold (eg· 
Atnarpa Antiform post~ 
date thrusting) 

Kink bands and box folds 

Lower Part of 
Ruby Gap Nappe 

. (R. D. Shaw) 

East.,..west south
verging folds in· 

. autochthon and con
curr·ent north-south 
recumbent shallow 
folds with we~tand 
north dipping axiai
plane schistos! ty .in 
allochthon &ssociate~ 
with tlU-usting 

East-west minor and 
macroscopic warps 
(post-dat~ thrusting 

Kinks associated 
with thrust faults. 



--------------------
Stratigraphic 

Unit 

ARUNTA COMPLEX 

REA VITREEl Basal 
QUARTZITE Member 

(EIlhi) 

TABLE 2 - LITHOLOGICAL DESCltIPl'ION OF STRATIGHAPHIC UNITS 

Western Part of White Range Nappe 
(J. FUnk &: A.J.S.) 

Northern part (i.e. allochthon) . 

Qpartzofeldspatchic gneiss, 
amphibolite, marble and calc
silicate rock together with their 
~lonitic and retrograded 
equivalents 

Southern part (i.e. autochthon) 
Giani tfc'--gnelss, ~mel8.iiocratic ' ~" 

syerii te, lens of hornblende. 
gneiss and granite in northwest 
with pod of peridotite at 
southern end, numerous hornblende 
amphibolite and quartzdiorite in 
south, dykes of basic lampropbyre 

?Coarse-grained to medi~grained 
sandstone 

jfuickneSB - 30 metres (est) 

Central Part of White Range 
Nappe (A.J.S. &: D.J.F.) 

. Ruby Gap Nappe (R.D. S. &: M. Y.K.) 

Sou them part 

l~ble, calc-silicate rock, 

Alloe:bthon and' northwestem part 
of Allexlh thon 

andalusite-mica schist and muscovite, biotite and hornblende 
quartzite overlain by quartz bearing gneisses mainly of ton-
rich plagioclase biotite alitic and granodioritic 
gneiss (± sillimanite), composition but including minor 
numerous bodies of amphibolite amounts of granitic composition, 
some with cordierite + antho- subordinate amounts of tremolite 

=<" phyllite"-u, .~~ . - --~~and < hornblende " amphibo1i-tes"~- a -·~ " .. · .. · 

Northern part. 

(a) western and central part 

~tz-rich biotite gneiss 
{! garnet), mica schist, horn
blende amphibolite, pegmatite 
and minor amounts of epidotized 
gneiss, quartzite, marble, vein 
quartz and epidosite 

few of which are quartz-bearing 

Allocb~ 
+ . 

Biotite gneiss (- sillimanite), 
amphibolite clac-silicate rock, 
small amounts of marble 

(b) Eastern part - retro~aBBively 
metamorphosed tonalite and grano
diori te together with small-- amounta 
of greenschist and micaceous 
quartzite 

Coarse-grained pebbly sandstone, 
and conglomeratic sandstone 
containing stretched pebbles 
and cobbles and boulders of 
quartzite up to 10 cm across 
and 65 cm long 

Cl~e.y, pebble sandstone (common
ly fledspathic or arkosic), and 
conglomerate - all generally 
chocolate-brown or greeD. Pebbles 
subrounded to subangular and 
consist of vein quartz and small 
amounis of gneiss. Pebbles up to 
2.5cm across. Fragments of veta 
quartz up to 15cm long in north
ern part ot Western Hill, Atnarpa 
area. ~mum thickness: 3 metres 



--------------------
TABLE 2 (Continued) 

Stratigraphic 
Unit 

Western Part of White Range Nappe 

Basal Member 

HEAVITREE 
QUARTZITE 

Middle Member Thick-bedded to massive, fine-grained 
(~) quartzite with abundant current-bedding 

and numerous grit and pebble bands 

central Part of White Range 
Nappe 

Huby Gap Nappe 

in Atnarpa Range area 
.--- ~",,",,",,,-

Medium-grained blocky sand- Blocky whi te qua;~zite, "" or088-
atone. Includes a thin bedd_ed, .. medium·"to coarse-grained 
ail tstone un1 t (BuhaJ 8.Ilc:l, .... a~p< ='=;sa.nd.-stone; minor amounts of very 

Thickness 200 metres (est) 
fine-pebbl~ "conglomera.t-e coarse-grained sandstone, 

,,~unit ,, '~EtUi2b) in Ar1 tunga Bore pebbly sandstone and 
< ~~,-----'"='- area . conglomerate containing sub-

BITTER Transitio~ 
SPRINGS Uni t (EIlb) 
FOBMATIOlf 

. ",- .,~"",,"' -.,. .. ,'.;.. ..... '''~:.--"'-= 

.. __ , .. cc-• .,.,.,.~'=···"·= 
.-.-.~" 

Platy quartzite, shale interbeds 
increase upwards (one black shale 
horizon) 

Thickness 70 metres (est) 

Fine-grained lamina ted 
quart~ite 

angular white vein quartz 
granules and some pebbles • 
In general grainsize decreases 
upwards. Cross-beds are more 
abundant in lower part. 

Thickness 200-400 metres (est) 

Fine:-grained, platy quartzite, 
tYPically laminated to thin 
bedded, but some thick beds 
occur in lower part. Ripple 
marks common. It is character
ized b.1 a fev distinct reddish
brown, purple and bluis.h-grey 
beds, some of which oQUrilsts ot 
coarse rounded quartz grains. 

Thickness 100-200 metres (est) 

Siltstone and dolomite inter
bedded with quartzite. Greyish
grey siltstone which weathers 
to a characteristic ' white 
colour, several beds heavily 
iroD-stained 

~ ------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
~ 



--

--------------------
stratigraphic 

Unit 

BITTER SPRINGS 
FORMATION 
(Gillen Member) 

TABLE 2 (Cont1Duea) 

Western ·Part ·of White ·Bange Nappe Central Part of ·l4h1te 'Bange .. .. '~by ·,Gap ~ppe · ' .. . .. , . . 

~ unit of grey-green shale 
overlaiD by thin-bedded dolomite 

Nappe , . 

Lower part Dolomite, Siltstone, 
shale, and minor amounts ot 
limestone and sandstone 

Upper part Dark reddish-brown 
ailtatone aud o11va-~a.r· 

• • 0 ~_eJ __ ~~~p.a~ .. . _d.9l.~~~_e ._ .. . , . 
in th1.n irregular bands. 
Junction with Bah marked by 
dark-brow ferruginOUS l~er, 
1-1.5m thick at 80me localities. 

tes,rved Thickness 110-90 metrea 
eat 
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